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Introduction 
This guideline is a description of the Swedish implementation of GS1 Trade Item Information. It is intended 
for suppliers who send Trade Item Information to their recipients and aims to provide the knowledge needed 
to supply correct Trade Item Information. Parts of the document are intended for system developers and 
recipients of Trade Item Information. Read more in the chapter Information for system developers and 
recipients of Trade Item Information. 

This document should be used as a reference guide for Trade Item Information. Search for information using: 

• The search box – Use the shortcut [ctrl]+f to access the search box. 

• The bookmarks panel in the navigation panel 

The document is best viewed on a computer connected to the internet since it contains links to information 
stored elsewhere. 

Basic concepts 

Trade item 
A trade item is a product or service that may be priced, ordered or invoiced at any point in the supply chain. 
Examples of trade items are: a bottle of shampoo, a box containing six bottles of shampoo, a pallet of boxes 
containing bottles of shampoo. 

Attribute  
Trade Item Information is described using attributes. Each attribute describes a certain part of Trade Item 
Information, such as the height of the trade item, the width of the trade item, or its brand name. An attribute 
is comprised of an attribute name, an attribute number and a definition. Example: The attribute describing 
the trade item height is comprised of the following attribute number, attribute name and definition: 

● Attribute number: T4019 

● Attribute name: Trade item measurements, height 

● Definition: The vertical dimension from the lowest extremity to the highest extremity, including 
packaging. 

The attribute number is unique to the attribute and makes it easy to keep track of the attribute even if it 
should change its name. 

Additional information is often linked to the attribute, such as a detailed description and examples showing 
how the attribute should be used.  

All Trade Item Information attributes are described in section The contents of Trade Item Information below. 

Consumer unit, orderable unit and despatch unit 
A trade item can have several attributes related to how it is intended to be sold and distributed at different 
stages of the supply chain. Every trade item can have attributes indicating that it is a consumer unit, an 
orderable unit, or a despatch unit. 

● Consumer unit: The trade item is intended to be sold to a consumer or end user at point of sale. 

● Orderable unit: The trade item is ordered from the supplier by a wholesaler, store, or similar. 

● Despatch unit: The trade item, usually a pallet, that is physically delivered from the supplier to the 
customer. 

A detailed description and examples can be found in the section Consumer unit, orderable unit and/or 
despatch unit. 
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Trade item hierarchy and trade item levels 
A trade item hierarchy shows which consumer units a case contains, or which cases a pallet contains. The 
buyer needs information about the trade items at each level of the trade item hierarchy, so Trade Item 
Information must specify this information at each level.  

There are three possible levels in a trade item hierarchy: 

● Base level: The lowest level of a trade item hierarchy. A trade item at base level contains no items 
identified with a GTIN. Examples: A bottle of mineral water, or a bucket for the food service industry. 

● Case level: The middle level of a trade item hierarchy. A trade item at case level contains other trade 
items and is also itself contained in a trade item. Example: A box with six bottles of shampoo. 

● Pallet level: The highest level of a trade item hierarchy. A trade item at pallet level contains other 
items but is not itself contained in another trade item. Example: A pallet of boxes containing bottles 
of shampoo. 

Each item at the different levels is given a GTIN. Trade Item Information is sent for every GTIN, since they 
have different attributes, such as different dimensions. Using the item levels, it is easy to describe an item 
hierarchy. 

A detailed description and examples can be found in the section Trade item levels in a trade item hierarchy.  
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The contents of Trade Item Information 
This section describes the attributes used in Trade Item Information (see section Attribute for the definition of 
an attribute). Attributes are arranged in groups according to their usage area. Each group features an 
introductory description of the usage area. A figure showing the structure of the groups of attributes can be 
found in section The structure of Trade Item Information as described in this guideline. 

Trade Item Document 
This group is used to specify Trade Item Information for a complete trade item hierarchy. 

T0153 Document command 

Definition Code indicating if the information is an addition, a change, or a correction 

Description 

  

Code indicating if the information is for a new item, changed item or corrected 
Trade Item Information. Note that the document command applies to the 
whole trade item hierarchy. 

New: Used when one or more items in the trade item hierarchy are new and 
are being declared for the first time. Also used when the pallet level item is 
new and the case and base level items are unchanged. 

Change: Used when one or more items in the hierarchy is changed. 
Depending on the type of change, the product GTIN may either be kept or a 
new GTIN may be needed. See GS1’s GTIN rules at 
http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Correction: Used when the Trade Item Information for one or more items 
has been corrected. Correction means that previously missing information has 
been supplied, or that previously submitted information was incorrect and is 
now corrected, without the item itself having changed (for example, 
correction of a spelling mistake in the item name). 

Always choose a code in relation to previously sent information on the item 
that has been approved by Validoo. For example, if an attempt to register a 
new item is rejected by Validoo, the Trade Item Information should be 
corrected and resubmitted. In this case, the item is still a new item. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T0153, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0153. 

T0151 Creation date time 

Definition Date and point of time when the business document was created. 

Description The date and point of time when the information provider of trade item 
created the Trade Item Information.  

Times are expressed inUTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Example 2020-02-18T21:51:31Z 

Trade item header 
This group is used to specify general information about the trade item. 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0153
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0153
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T1124 Information provider of trade item, GLN 

Definition Identity, according to GS1's identification system, of the party who 
has created the business document. 

Description The identity is a globally unique and unambiguous number. 

The information provider of trade item is the party who creates, changes, 
maintains and is responsible for the Trade Item Information. The Trade Item 
Information shouldn't therefore be changed by other parties. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T3807 Information provider of trade item, name 

Definition Name of the party who has created the business document. 

Description The information provider is the party who creates, changes, maintains and is 
responsible for the Trade Item Information. The Trade Item Information 
shouldn't therefore be changed by other parties. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T3809 Data recipient 

Definition Identity, according to GS1's identification system, of the party that is 
authorized to view, use, download a set of Master Data provided by a Data 
Source. 

Description The identity is a globally unique and unambiguous number.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 
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T3806 Effective date time 

Definition Date and point of time from which the information in this business document 
is effective. 

Description The date on which the Trade Item Information for this item is effective. This 
effective date can be used for initial trade item offering, or to mark a change 
in the information related to an existing trade item. This date would specify 
when these changes take effect. 

Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator (“Z”). 

Example 2017-12-17T15:45:00Z 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4008 Last change date time 

Definition Date and point of time on which the Trade Item Information last was changed 
in the information provider's system. 

Description When the attribute is used it allows the data pool to control the trade item 
data version. The date and time is not allowed to be a date and time in the 
future. 

Note that the last change date time can be different date and point of times 
for different items in a trade item hierarchy. 

Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator (“Z”).  

Example 2017-12-17T15:45:00Z 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

Trade item identities 
This group is used to specify information that identifies the trade item. This includes GTIN, item name, brand, 
shelf-edge and till-roll texts, and the hierarchical level of the trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T0154 Trade item, GTIN 

Definition Identity of the trade item according to GS1's identification system. 
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Description GTIN is a globally unique and unambiguous number. Every trade item must 
have a unique GTIN for ordering and statistical purposes. 

GS1 has a set of rules governing which changes on a trade item that require a 
new GTIN and which are permitted without the GTIN being changed. Read 
more about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T0018 Functional name  

Definition The name of this trade item. 

Description The name should be usable as a search term. It should clarify to which 
product category the trade item belongs. The item name of the trade item 
may not contain data about e.g. brand, size or weight.  

Always specify the information in Swedish using a Swedish character set. 

The first 18 characters should be able to be used as the basis for “T3337 
Description short”. 

Example Examples of approved item name: Frukostflingor, Energidryck, Schampoo, Öl, 
Vitt vin, Kryddad sprit 

Examples of non-approved item name: Frukostflingor 500g, Energidryck 200 
ml, Öl 33 cl, Vitt vin 750 ml  

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T3810 Trade item description 

Definition An understandable and useable description of a trade item. 

Description Trade item description that can be understood by consumers and be used as a 
searchable product name. One recommendation is to use brand name, sub 
brand, functional name, variant, net content and, where applicable on case 
level, quantity of next lower level trade item. Variation of writing rules may 
apply depending on sector and product group. 

The attribute can be used by retailers to understand brand, taste, fragrance, 
etc. of a specific GTIN, and as a tool to create an appropriate product 
description in internal systems. 

Use as few abbreviations as possible. Always specify the information in 
Swedish. 

Example Base: Flingans Fresh Frukostflingor Jordgubb 500 g 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
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Case: Vitatänder Exklusiv Tandkräm Mint 75 ml x 4 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4800 Regulated product name 

Definition The prescribed, regulated or generic product name or denomination that 
describes the true nature of the food and is sufficiently precise to distinguish 
it from other foods according to country specific regulation. 

Description The regulated product name describes the nature of the product and is 
precise enough to distinguish it from other foods according to the regulations 
of a particular country. 

The attribute is also used to indicate the trade name of the fish or aquaculture 
product, see the Swedish Food Agency instructions. 

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 
 
 

T0143 Brand name 

Definition Supplier's brand name for this item. 

Description The Brand name is used for internal use and on shelf-edge labels as 
information for customers. 

If the trade item consists of several different trade items with different brand 
names, one of these should be chosen. 

For alcoholic products: Grape type and/or origin should not be used as a 
brand name. 

Brand name is not permitted to be changed without assigning the trade item a 
new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). Read more about GS1’s GTIN rules at 
www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
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T2230 Subbrand 

Definition Second level of brand. 

Description The attribute is used when there are several levels of the brand. 

For alcoholic products: Grape type and/or origin can be used as a sub-brand. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3337 Description short  

Definition Text to be used on shelf-edge labels or POS receipt for customer information. 

Description This attribute is mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit with a barcode 
intended for retail sale. 

“Description short” should ideally be exactly the same text as on the package, 
but must not contain the brand or size. If variants exist among which the 
supplier wishes to distinguish, then the distinguishing characteristic should be 
placed last in the text. 

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Exempel: 

”Energidryck” 

”Energidryck light” 

”Rött vin 14.5%” 

The content of the attribute should be equivalent to "T0018 functional name" 
but be limited to 18 characters. If the text on the package contains more than 
18 characters, the text must be shortened. The words should be shortened so 
that the text is still consistent with the text on the package and unambiguous. 

Example: "Yoghurt blåb/jordg" 

The following print rules apply to shelf-edge/till-roll text and "T3338 
Descriptive size ". 

■ The following characters must not be used at the end of 
abbreviated words 

□ Comma (,) 

□ Period (.) 

□ Semicolon (;) 

■ Period (.) shall be used as a separator in numeric expressions, 
e.g. 2.8% 

■ A slash (/) shall be used as a separator between similar 
properties such as colour or flavour, e.g. VIT/GRÖN, 
JORDGUBB/SMULTRON 

■ For multipacks the number in the pack should be followed by the 
letter p, e.g. 4p 

■ The number of servings provided by a product should be shown 
followed by PORT, e.g. 12 PORT 
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■ Any trimmings are not a product attribute but a part of the 
product, e.g. PLÄTTAR M SYLT, OLIV M ANSJOVIS 

■ For alcohol products, alcohol percentage must be included in 
“Description short” 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Shelf-edge labels. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3338 Descriptive size  

Definition Text indicating article size. 

Description The attribute is used for specifying a size intended for identifying the item, 
e.g. 500G, 1200W, 1.5L. The information is used internally and on shelf-edge 
labels and to receipts as information for consumers. The information is usually 
on the front of the package. 

This attribute is mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit with a 
barcode, and if it is intended for retail sale. Certain types of items, for 
example small cosmetic trade items, are excluded from the rule. 

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

See print rules for “T3337 Description short”. 

The value is limited to 8 characters according to Swedish application. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3815 Context identification 

Definition The unique identifier established for the context managed by GS1. 

Description For a single trade item, different sets of modules may be required depending 
on how the trade item is used. The attribute controls the validation depending 
on the product group specified. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3815, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3815.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3815
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3815
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T3849 Import classification type code 

Definition Imports and exports of trade items typically require classification codes to 
determine appropriate duties and tariffs.  

Description Import and export of articles usually requires classification codes to determine 
the customs tariffs and tariffs to be applied. 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T3849, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3849. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3302 Import classification value  

Definition Customs product code. 

Description The attribute is required for imported items. The number is issued by the 
Swedish Customs. 

Code Value Choose code values from external code list, see www.tullverket.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4011 Target market country code 

Definition Code indicating the country level or higher geographical definition in which 
the information provider will make the trade item available to buyers. 

Description The target market country does not in any way govern where the buyer may 
resell the trade item to consumers. 

The attribute must be used once per item. If the item is intended for more 
than one target market item information must be sent once per target 
market. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3783, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3783.  

Code is specified according to ISO 3166-1 (three digit numeric). 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

Reference to trade item 
This group refers to trade item, not in the trade item hierarchy, that is referenced for a specific purpose for 
example substitute, replaced, equivalent trade items. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3849
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3849
http://www.tullverket.se/
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3783
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3783
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3793 Referenced trade item, GTIN 

Definition The identification of the referenced trade item, GTIN. 

Description The identity is a globally unique and unambiguous number. 

The attribute is used to identify a trade item that is related to this trade item 
in one way or another. The reference is specified by stating the type of 
relationship in question and the GTIN in question. 

The attribute can also be used to indicate that this trade item has replaced 
another trade item. Specify the discontinued GTIN that has replaced this trade 
item.  

It can also be used when the trade item is a variant of a previously specified 
trade item in the buyer's line. Example: A new flavor of an existing soft drink. 

The attribute may be used when the trade item has identical package type, 
physical dimensions and brand name as the item variant master trade item. 
This attribute only creates a logical link to a similar product. All Trade Item 
Information for the item must still be sent. 

Another name for the new item, which is a variant of the item variant master, 
is “line extension”. 

Enter the current GTIN and then select the type of article that is referred to 
by selecting the type in the code list T3794. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

T3794 Referenced trade item type code 

Definition A code depicting the type of trade item that is referenced for a specific 
purpose. 

Description The code describes the relationship trade items have to each other. 
Referenced trade item type code can, for example, be replaced and item 
variant master. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3794, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3794. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

Additional Identities 
This group refers to other alternatives to the Global Trade Item Number to identify a trade item. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3794
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3794
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3798 Additional trade item identification 

Definition An identification depicting the type of trade item that is referenced for a 
specific purpose. 

Description This term must always be used together with “T3799 Additional trade item 
identification type code”, meaning that if T3799 is used then T3798 must also 
be used.  

In Swedish implementation, an additional trade item identification cannot 
exceed 14 characters.  

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T3799 Additional trade item identification type code 

Definition Code specifying an additional trade item identification type. 

Description Use this attribute together with “T3798 Additional trade item identification” to 
provide a supplemental identification for the trade item. This term must 
always be used together with “T3798 Additional trade item identification”, 
meaning that if T3798 is used then T3799 must also be used. 

Code value SUPPLIER_ASSIGNED is mandatory for orderable trade items for 
all recipients except Systembolaget.  

For Systembolaget, code value BUYER_ASSIGNED is instead mandatory. 

Example To provide a supplier’s trade item number, choose code 
“SUPPLIER_ASSIGNED” and enter the supplier’s trade item number in “T3798 
Additional trade item identification”.  

Code values Code value is specified according to code list T3799, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3799. 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3799
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3799
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Trade item unit 
This group of attributes is used to specify the hierarchical level of the trade item. Read more about trade item 
levels in chapter Trade item levels in a trade item hierarchy. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4010 Trade item unit descriptor code 

Definition Code indicating the hierarchical level of the trade item. 

Description This information is intended for the recipients as comprehensive information. 
However, there are no rules for other attributes that are based on these code 
values. 

Read more about trade item levels in chapter Trade item levels in a trade item 
hierarchy. 

Example Examples of trade item levels: 

• If the trade item hierarchy only has one level, that level is the base 
unit level. Example: An exclusive wine. 

• If the trade item hierarchy has two levels, it is comprised of a trade 
item at base unit level and a trade item at pallet level, even if the 
highest level is not a pallet or similar. Example: Beer shipped in a box 
or carton. 

• If the trade item hierarchy has three or more levels, it is comprised of 
a trade item at base unit level, a trade item at pallet level and one or 
more trade items at case level. Example: A multi-pack packaged in 
boxes and sold on a full-size pallet.  

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4010, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4010. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4012 Is trade item a base unit 

Definition Is trade item a base unit 

Description A trade item at base unit level contains no other items identified with a GTIN 
(Global Trade Item Number). 

Read more about trade item levels in chapter Trade item levels in a trade item 
hierarchy 

Code value true - base unit 

false - not a base unit 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory    M M M 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4010
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4010
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C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

Product classification 
This group is used to specify the classification category and product classification characteristics according to 
GPC (GS1 Global Product Classification). For more information on using GPC, see www.gs1.se/gpc. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M M M M 

T0280 GPC category code 

Definition Code indicating the classification category (brick code) for the trade item 
according to GPC. 

Description The attribute should always be specified once per item on all item levels. If a 
trade item consists of child trade items belonging to different product classes, 
use the most significant product class. 

Example 10000051= Vinegars 

10000159= Beer 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M M M M 

Additional trade item classification  
Alternative product classification system that can be specified in addition to GPC (GS1 Global Product 
Classification). 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4238 Additional trade item classification system code 

Definition Code indicating an additional trade item classification system 

Code value  Select a value from T4238 Additional trade item classification system code, 
see www.gs1.se/en-codelists-t4238.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

http://www.gs1.se/gpc
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelists-t4238
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Code for an additional trade item classification 
Code values for an additional trade item classification 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4239 Additional trade item classification code value 

Definition Category code based on alternate classification schema chosen in addition to 
GS1 classification schema. 

Description The code is specified according to the product classification system specified 
in “T4238 Additional trade item classification system code”. 

In Swedish implementation, the following additional trade item classification 
system is used: 

Produktklassificeringsystem för alkoholhaltiga drycker 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4240, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4240.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

Parties 
This group refer to the identification of a party, by GLN and name in a specific party role and to different 
contacts by GLN, name and address in a business relation. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T1115 Manufacturer of trade item, GLN 

Definition Identity, according to GS1’s identification system, of the party who is the 
manufacturer of the products. 

Description Specify the GLN for the producer who manufactures the trade item 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4240
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4240
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T3811 Manufacturer of trade item, name 

Definition Name of the party who is the manufacturer of the product. 

Description The attribute is only used, and must be used, when “T1115 Manufacturer 
identification, GLN” is used. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3750 Brand owner, GLN 

Definition Identity of the brand owner according to GS1's identification system. 

Description The Brand owner may or may not be the same entity as the information 
provider. 

The attribute must be used when the buyer owns the brand. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3752 Brand owner, name 

Definition Name of the party who owns the brand of the trade item. 

Description The attribute is only used, and must be used, when "T3750 Brand owner" is 
used. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Additional parties 
This group of attributes refer to other parties in a business transaction and is used by entering the part, GLN, 
part, Name and party role from a code list. This group can be repeated with the attributes “T3786 Party, 
GLN”, “T3787 Party, name” and “T3788 Party role code” in combination. Choose a party role code first in 
“T3788 Party role code” and then enter either T3786 or T3787 or both. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 
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T3786 Party, GLN 

Definition Identity, according to GS1’s identification system, of the party. The GLN is the 
primary party identifier. Each party identified in the trading relationship must 
have a primary party Identification. 

Description The GLN is the primary party identifier. Each party identified must have a GLN 
specified in this field. 

The attribute can be used in combination with “T3787 Party, name” and 
”T3788 Party role code”. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3787 Party, name 

Definition The name of the party. 

Description The attribute can be used in conjunction with T3787 Party, name and T3788 
Party role code 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3788 Party role code 

Definition A code that identifies the role of a party in a business transaction. 

Description The attribute can be used in combination with “T3786 Party, GLN” and “T3787 
Party, name”. 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T3788, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3788. 

For alcohol products, the following value may be used in the Swedish market: 

DISTRIBUTOR 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

Contact Information 
This group of attributes refer to contact details for a trade item. This group can be repeated with the 
attributes T3789, T3790, T3791 and T3792 in combination. Choose a contact type code first in T3792 and 
then enter either T3789 or T3790 or T3791 or in combination  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3788
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3788
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3789 Contact GLN 

Definition Identity of the party, according to GS1’s identification system. The GLN is the 
primary contact identifier. Each contact identified in the trading relationship 
must have a primary contact Identification. 

Description This identity is a GLN.  

Any contact identified in this field must have a GLN.  

Example Example: Customer contact. Use code CYC customer support in T3792 and 
then enter GLN in T3789. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3790 Contact name 

Definition The name of the company or person associated with the contact type.  

Example For example, in case of a contact type of consumer support, this could be the 
company name as expressed on the trade item packaging or label.  

Choose code CXC in “T3792 Contact type code” and then enter the name in 
“T3790 Contact name” and contact address in “T3791 Contact address”. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3791 Contact address 

Definition The address associated with the contact type.  

Example For example, in case of a contact type of consumer support, this could be the 
full company address as expressed on the trade item packaging or label. 

Choose code CXC in “T3792 Contact type code” and then enter the name in 
“T3790” and contact address in “T3791 Contact address”. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3792 Contact type code 
Definition The general category of the contact party for a trade item. 
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Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3792, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3792. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

Trade item status  
This group of attributes is used to specify information about the trade item status, for example if the item is 
intended for ultimate consumption, if it is a despatch unit, and if and when it is orderable. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

 M M M 

T3495 Preliminary item status code 

Definition A code designating whether the trade item has data that the information 
provider intends to correct or add values to due to pre-production unknowns 
(PRELIMINARY) or whether the item has attribute values that reflect go to 
market state (FINAL).  

Description If no code value is specified then the information is “Final” Trade Item 
Information. 

The attribute is used to indicate whether the Trade Item Information is an 
announcement according to the ECR. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3495, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3495. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4037 Is trade item a consumer unit 

Definition Code indicating whether the trade item is intended for ultimate consumption. 

Code value true - consumer unit 

false - not consumer unit 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3792
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3792
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3495
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3495
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T0017 Is trade item an orderable unit 

Definition Code indicating whether the trade item is orderable. 

Description Orderable unit indicates whether the buyer can order this item from the 
supplier or not. 

Code value true - orderable 

false - not orderable 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4038 Is trade item a despatch unit 

Definition Code indicating whether the trade item can be a despatch unit. 

Code value true - despatch unit 

false - not despatch unit 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4014 Is trade item an invoice unit 

Definition Code indicating whether the trade item will be specified on the billing or 
invoice. 

Description The invoice trade item is the same as an orderable trade item in most cases. 

Code value true - invoice unit 

false - not invoice unit 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 
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T0186 Is trade item a variable unit 

Definition Code indicating whether this is a variable measure item, that is, the quantity 
in the package is not fixed, and the price for the item varies with the quantity. 

Code value true - variable measure item 

false - not variable measure item 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T2227 Consumer first availability date time  

Definition The first date and point of time at which a trade item is allowed to be sold to 
consumers. 

Description Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Example 2017-09-13T10:46:13Z 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3742 First ship date time  

Definition The earliest date and point of time that the trade item can be shipped 
according to the delivery terms, independent of any specific ship-from 
location. 

Description Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Example 2017-10-01T13:35:14Z 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4120 Is trade item seasonal  

Definition Code indicating whether the trade item is only offered during certain parts of 
the year or targeted to different seasons. 

Code value true - trade item is seasonal 
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false - trade item is not seasonal 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4121 Season parameter code  

Definition Code indicating the season the trade item is offered during or targeted for. 

Description This attribute can be used if the trade item is seasonal, that is if the code 
value for "T4120 Is trade item seasonal" is "true". 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4121, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4121. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4727 Start availability date time 

Definition Date and point of time from when the item is available. 

Description For an orderable item the Start availability date time specifies the date and 
point of time from when an item will be available for ordering. 

The attribute should not be mixed-up with the launch date, which can be 
specified in "T2227 Consumer availability date time". 

Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Example 2016-06-22T12:00:00Z 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

Sales conditions 
This group of attributes can be used to specify sales conditions for the trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4121
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4121
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T4131 Consumer sales condition code 

Definition Code indicating restrictions imposed on the trade item regarding how it can be 
sold to the consumer. 

Description A restriction can for example be that a prescription is needed, or that there is 
an age limit for purchasing the product. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4131, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4131. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2229 Warranty duration 

Definition The time period that the warranty is valid within. 

Description Warranty duration is stated in number of months, from the consumer’s date 
of purchase.  

Code Value Code value for measurement unit to T2229 is specified according to code list 
“T3780 Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T2229 Warranty duration” choose code value: MON – month 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Life cycle end date 
This group of attributes can be used to specify the date and point of time from which promotion and seasonal 
items no longer can be ordered, or the date on which a discontinued item is no longer available to the buyer. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4726 End availability date time  

Definition The date and point of time from which an orderable trade item no longer can 
be ordered. 

Description The attribute can for example be used for promotions and seasonal items. The 
attribute shall also be specified for other items in the hierarchy which will 
cease to be delivered when the orderable item is no longer available. 

The attribute is not used for items which are being discontinued. For 
discontinued items, "T4015 Discontinued date time" should be used. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4131
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4131
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Read more about how this attribute is used for seasonal items in section 
Seasonal goods. 

Example 2017-04-31T12:00:00Z 

An item hierarchy consists of: 

■ Base unit: Bottle of shampoo. 

■ Case level: Case of bottles of shampoo (orderable item). 

■ Pallet level: Pallet of cases of bottles of shampoo. 

 
The last date for ordering a case is 2017-04-31. Consequently, the pallet of 
cases will cease to be delivered on the same date. End availability date time 
must therefore be specified for both the case and pallet. The base unit, a 
bottle of shampoo, is part of another hierarchy and can still be delivered. 
Therefore, End availability date time shall not be specified for the bottle. 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4015 Discontinued date time 

Definition The date and time on which the trade item is no longer available to the buyer. 

Description The attribute is mandatory for items which are being discontinued. 

Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Example 2017-03-15T12:00:00Z 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Product characteristics 
This group of attributes can be used to specify information about various product characteristics. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 
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T2208 Percentage of alcohol by volume 

Definition Actual percentage of alcohol contained in the product. 

Description State the alcohol percentage indicated on the product label. 

The attribute must be used for items where alcohol percentage must be 
reported. The alcohol percentage is given in accordance with the Swedish 
Food Agency recommendations.  

The alcohol percentage should be stated with a period (.) as a decimal point. 

The tax amount can be calculated from the Swedish Tax Authority's rules 
based on the percentage of alcohol, volume (“T0082 Net content”) and 
product type (“T0280 GPC category code”). 

Example 3,5% is stated as 3.5 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

T4203 Vintage 

Definition The year in which the majority of ingredients are harvested and/or the 
alcoholic beverage is produced. Determination as to whether the vintage year 
is the harvest date or production date is according to requirements in the 
Target Market 

Description States the year in which most of a wine’s ingredients were harvested, and/or 
the year in which the alcoholic drink was produced. 

Applies primarily to vintage wines. 

Example 1995 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

T4271 Alcoholic beverage sugar content 

Definition Indication of the amount of sugar contained in the beverage.  

Example 6 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4271 Alcoholic beverage sugar content” choose code value: GL – gram 
per litre 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 

C C - - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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-   = not used 

T4144 Are hazardous components removable  

Definition An indicator if any hazardous components contained within the trade item can 
easily be separated from the other materials to facilitate product recycling.  

Code value true - hazardous components are removable 

false - hazardous components are not removable 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4265 Product characteristic code  

Definition The name of the product characteristic being described 

Description Used to indicate that a product has certain properties, together with the 
additional attributes specified below.  

Use this attribute to specify the type of information that is being provided, 
and one of the below attributes to specify the associated value:  

 T4266 Product characteristic value code 
 T4267 Product characteristic value string 
 T4300 Product characteristic value measurement 
 T4301 Product characteristic value integer 

Code value Code list “T4265 Product characteristic code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-
T4265. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4266 Product characteristic value code  

Definition The product characteristic value expressed as a code 

Description Use this attribute to provide the value associated with “T4265 Product 
characteristic code” if T4265 requires a code list code value. 

Example To provide style of beer, use code value “styleOfBeerCode” for “T4265 Product 
characteristic code”, and enter the style of beer using code list T4268.  

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4268, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4268. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4265
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4265
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4268
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4268
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T4267 Product characteristic value string  

Definition The product characteristic value expressed as a free text string 

Description Use this attribute to provide the value associated with “T4265 Product 
characteristic code” if T4265 requires a free text string. 

Example To provide beer bitterness, use code value “internationalBitteringUnit” for 
“T4265 Product characteristic code” and for “T4267 Product characteristic 
value code” enter a span of IBUs, for example:  

8-18 

24-50 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4300 Product characteristic value measurement 

Definition The product characteristic value expressed as a measurement  

Description Use this attribute to provide the value associated with “T4265 Product 
characteristic code” if T4265 requires a measurement.  

Example To provide the average life of a product, use code value “averageLife” for 
“T4265 Product characteristic code” and for “T4300 Product characteristic 
value measurement” enter the average life of the product together with an 
appropriate unit of measure.  

Example: 200 hours 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3780, see 
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4301 Product characteristic value integer 

Definition The product characteristic value expressed as an integer. 

Description Use this attribute to provide the value associated with “T4265 Product 
characteristic code” if T4265 requires an integer. 

Example For example, to provide the number of burners on a stove, , for “T4265 
Product characteristic code” use code values “numberOfBurners”, and for 
“T4301 Product characteristic value integer” enter the number of burners. 

Example: 3 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 

- C - - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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-   = not used 

T2522 Is trade item RoHS compliant 

Definition Code indicating whether the product is compliant with the European Union 
RoHS Directive. 

Description RoHS restricts the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and 
electronic equipment. The RoHS bans the placing on the EU market of new 
electrical and electronic equipment containing more than agreed levels of 
lead, cadmium, mercury, hexavalent chromium, polybrominated biphenyl 
(PBB) and polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) flame retardants. 

Code value 
 

true - trade item complies to RoHS directive 

false - trade item does not comply to RoHS directive 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3778 Chemical ingredient name 

Definition The common name of the chemical ingredient.  

Description Use the common name of the chemical ingredient. 

Example If the trade item contains Polyvinylklorid then enter PVC. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3826 Trade item feature code reference 

Definition A code depicting a distinctive functionality offered as a special attraction to 
the trade item. 

Description The trade item feature code reference can be used to inform about a specific 
functionality that the trade item possesses. 

Code Value Code list “T3826 Trade item feature code reference”, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3826. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3746 Trade item marketing message 

Definition Marketing message associated with the trade item. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3826
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3826
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Description Used to specify a marketing message for the trade item.  

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Note “T3746 Trade item marketing message” is the primary attribute used to 
market trade items in the Swedish market. If the buyer also requires a short 
marketing message, specify this in “T4233 Short trade item marketing 
message”. Check with your buyer which marketing message(s) are required. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4233 Short trade item marketing message 

Definition A short marketing message associated with the trade item 

Description The term can be used to create short marketing messages in a bullet list.  

Specify the information in Swedish. 

Note “T3746 Trade item marketing message” is the primary attribute used to 
market trade items in the Swedish market. Check with your buyer which 
marketing message(s) are required. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4204 Trade item key words 

Definition Words or phrases that enables web search engines to find trade items on the 
internet 

Description Words or phrases that the consumer may use to search for products online. 

Use commas to separate search terms, without adding any spaces between 
individual terms. 

Example Product: Chokladmjölk 

”chokladmjölk,smaksatt mjölk,choklad,dryckchoklad,chokladdryck” 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4294 Designer  

Definition The person or company that designed the product. This may or may not be 
the brand name as designers. 
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Description The attribute can be repeated with different content and in different 
languages. 

Example Louis Vuitton, Ulrica Hydman Vallien 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4302 Trade item finish description 

Definition An attribute which defines the outer surface/appearance of the product. 

Description Specify the information in Swedish. 

The information may be provided in additional languages, but only once per 
language. 

Example Lack  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4276 Target consumer usage type code 

Definition A code identifying the type of usage criteria for the target consumer that will 
use the product 

Description Use with T4277 Target consumer minimum usage criteria and/or T4278 
Target consumer maximum usage criteria to describe a property of the 
consumer for which the product is intended.  

Provide the target consumer criteria using T4276 and provide in T4277 and/or 
T4288 the lowest and highest value associated with the criteria. 

Example Age 
Height 
Weight 

Code Value Provide a code value from code list T4276, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4276  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4277 Target consumer minimum usage 

Definition Measurement of the minimum usage criteria for the target consumer that will 
use the product 

Description Use with T4276 Target consumer usage type code. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4276
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Provide in T4277 the lowest value associated with the target consumer usage 
type that you have chosen in T4276.  

This attribute requires a unit of measure specific to the target consumer 
usage type chosen in T4276, see “Code Value” section below for examples. 

Example 170 cm 

Code Value Provide a code value from code list T3780 Measurement unit code, see 
www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t3780. 

For age in “T4276 Target consumer usage type code” choose code value: ANN 
– Year. 
For height in “T4276 Target consumer usage type code” choose code value: 
CMT – Centimeter. 
For weight in “T4276 Target consumer usage type code” choose code value: 
KGM – Kilogram. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4278 Target consumer maximum usage 

Definition Measurement of the maximum usage criteria for the target consumer that will 
use the product 

Description Use with T4276 Target consumer usage type code. 

Provide in T4278 the highest value associated with the target consumer usage 
type that you have chosen in T4276.  

This attribute requires a unit of measure specific to the target consumer 
usage type chosen in T4276, see “Code Value” section below for examples. 

Example 190 cm 

Code Value Provide a code value from code list T3780 Measurement unit code, see 
www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t3780. 

For age in “T4276 Target consumer usage type code” choose code value: ANN 
– Year. 
For height in “T4276 Target consumer usage type code” choose code value: 
CMT – Centimeter. 
For weight in “T4276 Target consumer usage type code” choose code value: 
KGM – Kilogram. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3775 Consumer storage instructions 

Definition Expresses in text the consumer storage instructions of a product which are 
normally held on the label or accompanying the product. This information may 
or may not be labeled on the pack. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t3780
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Description Instructions may refer to a suggested storage temperature, a specific storage 
requirement.  

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Example "Förvara i kylskåp efter öppning" 

"Utsätt ej för direkt solljus" 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3776 Consumer usage instructions 

Definition Expresses in text the consumer usage instructions of a product which are 
normally held on the label or accompanying the product. This information may 
or may not be labeled on the pack. 

Description Instructions may refer to how the consumer is to use the product. This does 
not include storage, food preparations, and drug dosage and preparation 
instructions.  

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Example "Konsumera inom 4 dagar" 

"Applicera först foundation längs ansiktets mitt. Använd bara en liten mängd 
foundation och massera in ordentligt i huden." 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4306 Consumer recycling instructions 

Definition Expresses in text the consumer recycling instructions. 

Description Instructions are normally on the label or accompany the product. They may 
refer to how the consumer is supposed to sort the product and packaging 
materials for recycling. 

Example "Sortera som plast” 

"Sortera kork och topp som plast och resten av förpackningen som papper" 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5036 Non-food ingredient statement 

Definition Information on the constituent non-food ingredient make-up of the product 
specified as one string. 

Description The attribute is used to specify the ingredients printed on the package. If the 
ingredients are specified for a non-food item and the item is intended to be 
sold in Sweden then the information must follow relevant Swedish legislation 
and rules. 

Specify the information in Swedish. 

Note If there is a short and a long ingredient statement on the package, both must 
be specified in the Trade Item Information. 

May be repeated with different content and in different languages. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

T4205 Non-food ingredient name 

Definition The name of the non-food ingredient. 

Description Can be used in combination with the T4206 "Is active ingredient". 

Example Acetylsalicylic acid 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4206 Is ingredient active 

Definition Determines whether the ingredient helps directly in achieving the objectives 
of the trade item. 

Description Active substance is the substance of a drug, herbal or other product that gives 
its medical effect. 

Example A product can have several active substances, such as “aspirin containing 
acetylsalicylic acid and caffeine”. 

Code Value true - the ingredient is active 

false - the ingredient is not active 
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

Video display device information 
Contains information about the capabilities of a trade item that displays visual images, for example a 
television or computer monitor. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4298 Screen refresh rate 

Definition The number of times a display’s image is repainted or refreshed per second 
measured in Hertz. 

Example 60 hertz 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4299 Display screen size 

Definition The viewable display/screen size of the product expressed as a measurement. 

Example 48 inches 
 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list T3780, 
see http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780.  
 
For “T4299 Display screen size” choose code values: INH – inches or CMT – 
centimeters. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

Audio visual media product information 
Information on the genre and content of an entertainment-related product (e.g. movies, music) including 
format and genre. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 

- C - - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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-   = not used 

T4287 Genre type code reference 

 

  

Battery type information 
This group of attributes refers to battery information for a trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3800 Are batteries included 

Definition Indicates if batteries are either included or not included with the trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3801 Are batteries required 

Definition Indicates if batteries are required to operate the trade item. 

Definition The code of the genre of media item 

Description The genre is a categorization of the trade item based upon the content and is 
maintained for marketing and merchandising purposes. 

Example For a film: Film Action Comedy 
For a video game: Game Fighting 
For a music product: Music Dance Electronica 

Code value The code list used differs based on product: 
• T4288 - Product Genre Type Code (Film) 
• T4289 - Product Genre Type Code (Electronic Games) 
• T4290 - Product Genre Type Code (Music) 

 

Note It is permitted to provide multiple values from the same code list to indicate 
that the media item has more than one genre. However, it is not permitted to 
provide multiple values from different code lists.  
For example, if a value(s) is provided from the “T4289 Product Genre Type 
Code (Electronic Games)” code list, then it is not permitted to provide values 
from either the “T4288 Product Genre Type Code (Film)” or the “T4290 
Product Genre Type Code (Music)” code lists in addition.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4288/
https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4289/
https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4290/
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3802 Are batteries built in 

Definition This code is defined as an indicator whether or not any batteries included with 
the trade item are built into the trade item during manufacturing and cannot 
be changed or removed. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4750 Quantity of batteries built in 

Definition The quantity of batteries built into the trade item during manufacturing. This 
includes batteries that can or cannot be changed or removed. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3803 Battery technology type code 

Definition The type of battery family of batteries used by the product. 

Description Repeatable per battery technology type contained in the trade item 

Example Lithium, NiMH 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T3803, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3803. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3804 Battery type code 

Definition Type of battery required to operate the game.  

Description If “T3801 Are Batteries Required” or if “T3805 Quantity of Batteries" is 
populated or if “T3800 Are Batteries Included” = “Yes” this attribute is 
required. 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T3804, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3804. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3803
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3803
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3804
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3804
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3805 Quantity of batteries required 

Definition The number of batteries required to operate the trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4147 Battery weight 

Definition The weight of each battery included with or built into the trade item. 

Description The weight is stated in grams.  

Example 11,5 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4147 Battery Weight” choose code value: GRM - gram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

Lighting device information 
A module including attributes related to lighting devices, such as lamps. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4291 Light bulb lamp type code  

Definition A code describing the type of light bulb, whether it is the trade item or is 
contained in the trade item.  

Example The following values may be used in the Swedish market:  
Halogen 
LED  

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4291, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4291. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4291
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4291
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4307 Light bulb base type 

Definition Free text field describing the type of base or socket associated with a light 
bulb.  

Example E27 

GU10 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4292 Colour temperature 

Definition Describes the light appearance provided by a light bulb. 

Example 2700 KEL 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list T3781, 
see http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781. 

For “T4292 Colour temperature” choose code value: KEL. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4293 Light output 

Definition The amount of light a fixture produces and how the fixture emits and 
distributes that light, usually measured in lumens or lux. 

Example 450 LUX 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list T3780, 
see http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780.  

For “T4293 Light output” choose code value: B60 (Lumens) or LUX (Lux). 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

Colour 
This group of attributes is used to describe the colour of the trade item. If the trade item has several colours 
the whole group of attributes is repeated for every colour. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2241 Colour code list code  

Definition Code indicating the parties controlling the colour code lists. 

Description The colour code list agency is dependent on the colour code value. The 
attribute is required if "T2242 Colour code value" is used. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T2241, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T2241. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2242 Colour code  

Definition Code indicating the colour of the trade item according to the current colour 
code list agency. 

Description The current colour code list agency is specified in "T2241 Colour code list 
agency". 

Code value Code values are supplied by the subject code list agency. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2243 Colour description 

Definition Description in free text of the colour of the trade item. 

Description To state a colour description without specifying a code value for colour, the 
following solution is recommended: 

“T2241 Colour code list agency”: 7 (Means "Assigned by seller") 

“T2242 Colour code value”: NO_CODE 

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2241
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2241
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Trade item regulatory information 
This group of attributes is used to specify information about trade item regulatory information. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3825 Regulation type code 

Definition A code that indicates that a trade item is in compliance with specific 
applicable government regulations. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3825, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3825. 

Example ANIMAL_ID_HEALTH_MARK 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5039 Regulatory act 

Definition The name given to the requirement assigned by the regulatory agency 

Example To refer to:  
• The National Agency of Public Procurement’s procurement rules for:  

    Meat: Information on origin, simple products, enter: UHM-11010 
    Coffee, tea and cocoa: Socially responsible production, enter: UHM-
10403 

• The Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management’s fish 
traceability requirements, enter: HVMFS 2017:14 

• The EU regulation concerning required labeling information for animal 
feed, enter: EG 767/2009 

• The EU regulation concerning the marketing and use of explosives 
precursors, enter EC 2019 1148 
 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5040 Regulatory agency 

Definition The name of the specific entity in charge of issuing the permit to a company. 

Example UHM 
Havs- och vattenmyndigheten 

Note When the National Agency for Public Procurement is responsible for the 
requirement an abbreviation for the council is specified “UHM”. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3825
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3825
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4308 Is trade item regulation compliant 

Definition States whether a trade item is or is not compliant with a regulation, or when a 
regulation does not apply. 

Description Use this attribute to indicate whether the product is subject to either limits in 
sale or ”only” subject to reporting in “T3825 Regulation type code”.  
This attribute should be used together with “T3825 Regulation type code” and 
“T4309 Regulatory act compliance level code”. 

Code value True - indicates the product contains some of the explosive precursors 
represented by code in T3825. 
False - indicates the product does not contain any of the explosive precursors 
represented by code in T3825. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

 

T4309 Regulatory act compliance level code 

Definition Code signifying the level of containment of specific toxicants for a product 
which contains carcinogens and/or reproductive toxicants. 

Description Always use this attribute when product contains restricted explosive precursor 
listed in Annex I of EU Regulation 2019/1148. 

Code value Specify a code value according to code list “T4309 Is trade item regulation 
compliant” 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5041 Regulatory permit identification 

Definition Identification of the permit or license given by the regulatory agency. 

Example For the procurement criteria from The National Agency for Public Procurement 
specify for example the certificate type leverantörsförsäkran. 

For the EU Oval health mark, specify the approval number, for example”, SV 
1001 EG”, “UK 1234 EC”, “CZ 12345678 ES”.   

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4309
https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/en-testcodelists/test-code-list-t4309/
https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/en-testcodelists/test-code-list-t4309/
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T5042 Permit start date time 

Definition The start date and point of time on which the permit is effective. 

Description For the procurement criteria from National Agency for Public Procurement 
specify the date when the criterion is fulfilled. 

Times are expressed in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), with a UTC 
designator ("Z"). 

Example 2017-07-08T12:00:00Z 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

GHS details 
This group of attributes is related to the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of 
Chemicals. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3745 GHS Symbol description code 

Definition Code indicating the symbol that depicts health, physical and environmental 
hazard information according to GHS. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3745, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3745. 

Pictograms Corrosion 

 

 

Exclamation mark 

 

 

Flame 

 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3745
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3745
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Gas cylinder 

 
Health hazard 

 
Skull and crossbones 

 
No pictogram - 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5044 GHS signal words code 

Definition Code indicating the signal word according to GHS (The Globally Harmonized 
System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals) for the item. 

Description Words such as “Danger” or “Warning” used to emphasize hazards and indicate 
the relative level of severity of the hazard. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with CLP regulation. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T5044, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T5044. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Hazard statement 
Standard phrases describing the nature of a hazard per GHS. If the trade item has several hazard statements 
the whole group is repeated for every hazard statements. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T5044
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T5044
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T5047 Hazard statements code 

Definition Standard phrases assigned to a hazard class and category that describe the 
nature of the hazard. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with CLP regulation. 

Code value 
 

Code value is specified according to the CLP regulation found on the Swedish 
Chemicals Agency, see www.kemi.se/en. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5048 Hazard statements description 

Definition A description in free text of standard phrases assigned to a hazard class and 
category describing the nature of the hazard. 

Description Always specify the information in Swedish 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with CLP regulation. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Precautionary statement 
Measures listed on a hazardous label to minimize or prevent adverse effects as per GHS. If the trade item has 
several precautionary statements the whole group is repeated for every precautionary statement. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5049 Precautionary statements code 

Definition Measures listed on a hazardous label to minimize or prevent adverse effects. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with CLP regulation. 

Code value 
 

Code value is specified according to the CLP regulation found on the Swedish 
Chemicals Agency, see www.kemi.se/en. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.kemi.se/en
http://www.kemi.se/en
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T5050 Precautionary statements description 

Definition A description in free text of the measures listed on a hazardous label to 
minimize or prevent adverse effects. 

Description The Precautionary statements description should be followed by the 
compound the precautionary statement refers to. The package should be 
marked with the compound adjacent to the precautionary statement package 
mark.  

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with CLP regulation. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Package 
This group is used to specify the type of packaging used, for example a bottle or box, whether the package is 
returnable, and deposit information for the package, if any. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T0189 Packaging terms and conditions code  

Definition Code indicating whether the supplier has paid the appropriate fee for recycling 
of the packaging material. 

Description The attribute is only used if the fee for packaging material is paid. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

The trade items in a hierarchy have normally the same status, i.e. the fee is 
paid or not paid for every item in the hierarchy. An exception is item trade 
item hierarchies with returnable packages or unpacked trade items. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T0189, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0189. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0189
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0189
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T0137 Packaging type code 

Definition Code indicating the type of package or container in which the goods are 
packed. 

Description Package type is important information for logistics. Many buyers use robots 
for automatic picking of goods. If an item cannot be picked automatically due 
to package type, the buyer must be informed about this in advance. 

Package type is also used for shelf planning. Certain package types, for 
example gable tops, are not possible to stack. Other package types, for 
example roll packs, need an edge to not roll off the shelf. 

If the trade item has several types of packaging, such as "shrink wrap" and 
"tray", the attribute can be repeated. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T0137, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0137 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4124 Packaging function code 

Definition Code indicating specific packaging functions. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4124, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4124. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4237 Packaging feature code 

Definition A packaging feature that facilitates the usage of the product by the consumer.  

Description The code list aims to describe in more detail the characteristics of the 
package. Features do not affect the core composition of the packaging type 
nor modify its usage. The packaging feature does not affect the choice of 
packaging type in “T0137 Packaging type code”. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4237, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4237.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0137
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0137
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4124
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4124
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4237
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4237
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T2244 Platform type code  

Definition Code indicating the type of dispatch unit being used for the trade item. 

Description The attribute is used when the code value for “T0137 Packaging type code” is 
PX=Pallet or PB=Pallet Box. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T2244, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T2244. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2207 Is trade item a display unit 

Definition Code indicating whether the item is a display unit. 

Description The attribute is only used if this trade item is a display unit. If the attribute is 
not used, then it means that the item is not a display unit. 

Code value true - display unit 

false - not a display unit 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - C C 

T0277 Is packaging marked returnable 

Definition Code indicating whether the packaging is returnable, that is, whether or not 
the package may be returned to be refilled. 

Description Some returnable packages have a deposit. Some examples are returnable 
bottles, bread crates, roll cage for dairy products and euro pallet. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

Code value true - returnable packing 

false - not returnable packing 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Deposit and returnable assets 
This group is only used if a deposit is charged for the trade item and if the code value for “T0277 Is packaging 
marked returnable” is “true” and the packaging can be returned for reuse or recycling. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2244
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2244
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3828 Returnable asset, GRAI  

Definition The GS1 Identification Key used to identify Returnable Assets. The key 
comprises a GS1 Company Prefix, Asset Type, Check Digit, and optional serial 
number. 

Description GRAI (Global returnable Asset Identifier) is used to number individual return 
cargo carriers in the return system, such as plastic pallets and gas cylinders 
with unique identities. The identity can be linked to information about an 
individual unit and is especially suitable for load carriers with high demands 
for traceability, such as transport boxes of medicines 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T0148 Returnable package deposit identification  

Definition Code indicating the type of deposit that is charged for the returnable or 
recyclable package. 

Description The deposit code can be used as an item identity for pallets or packages in 
dispatch advices and invoices. 

By sending a deposit code in item information the seller advises the buyer 
that “deposit” will be invoiced. This simplifies, for example, correlating the 
order with the invoice or the onward selling of the item. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T0148, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0148. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4149 Returnable package deposit region 

Definition Code indicating the geographic region associated with the returnable package 
deposit amount. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3783, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3783. 

Code is specified according to ISO 3166-1 (three-digit numeric). 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0148
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0148
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3783
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3783
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T4125 Returnable assets contained quantity 

Definition The number of returnable assets that a trade items contains. 

Description The attribute can be used when a trade item consists of more than one 
returnable asset on which a deposit is charged. The attribute is not needed to 
be used when a trade item consists of only one returnable asset on which a 
deposit is charged. If the number of returnable assets is not specified the 
number is assumed to be 1. 

Example 10 brims on a brewery pallet. Returnable assets contained quantity=10 
(pieces) 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T3780, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3780. 

For “T4125 Returnable assets contained quantity” choose code value: H87 – 
Piece 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Packaging material 
This group is used to provide information about packaging material. Producers are responsible for ensuring 
that packaging gets recycled and that associated fees are paid. Since fees vary based on packaging 
properties, it may be necessary to specify these.  

If several materials are used, the type and weight are given for each. 

Read more about how the attributes in this group are used in chapter Packaging material. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T1188 Packaging material type code  

Definition Code indicating what the packaging material the package consists of. 

Description Buyers may need to know packaging material type. Check with your buyer to 
determine what their requirements are. 

The attribute is mandatory if "T1189 Packaging material composition quantity" 
is used. 

If a trade item has several types of packaging material, packaging material 
can be supplied several times using this attribute. 

Please note that packaging materials do not need to be filled in when: 

■ The trade item does not have any packaging material, such as a 
baked potato 

■ The trade item has returnable packaging which should therefore not 
be recycled 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Code value Code value is specified according to code list T1188, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T1188. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T1189 Packaging material composition quantity 

Definition Weight of the specified packaging material per package and packaging 
material. 

Description The attribute is mandatory if "T1188 Packaging material type code" is used. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

Example 870 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”. See www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T1189 Packaging material composition quantity” choose code value: GRM 
- gram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4283 Packaging labelling coverage percentage  

Definition Percentage of the print/label coverage of the packaging 

Description The attribute is mandatory if "T4284 Packaging labelling type code" is used. 

Enter a percentage between 1 and 100. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

Example 50 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4284 Packaging labelling type code 

Definition The type of text coverage of a packaging. 

Description The attribute is mandatory if "T4283 Packaging labelling coverage 
percentage" is used. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Packaging material. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T1188
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T1188
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Example LABEL_ON_PACKAGING 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list “T4284 Packaging labelling type 
code”. See www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4284. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4285 Packaging raw material code 

Definition A code describing the type of raw or recycled material the packaging material 
is made from. 

Description The attribute is mandatory if "T4286 Packaging raw material content 
percentage" is used. 

Example BIOLOGICAL_PLASTIC 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list “T4285 Packaging raw material 
code”. See www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4285. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4286 Packaging raw material content percentage 

Definition The percentage of the type of raw material the packaging material is made 
from. 

Description Used together with “T4285 Packaging raw material code” to describe the 
percentage of a product packaging that consists of a given raw material. The 
attribute can be repeated if the packaging material consists of several 
different raw materials. 

Enter a percentage between 1 and 100. 

Example 60 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4243 Packaging material colour code reference 

Definition Identifies the packaging material colour.  

Description The colour of a packaging material may be relevant in connection with 
recycling, for example, since recycling costs vary depending on material 
colour. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4284
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4285
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Example The following values may be used in the Swedish market:  

BLK – Black 
CLR – Clear 
CNK – Colour (non-black) 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4243, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4243.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Dimensions 
This group is used to specify various physical dimensions and weights of the trade item and declare price 
comparison measurement value for the trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4017 Trade item measurements, width  

Definition The horizontal dimension from one side of the item to the other side, 
including packaging. 

Description Measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

Trade item width is not permitted to be changed with more than 20% without 
assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). Read more 
about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Example 225 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4017 Trade item measurements, width” choose code value: MMT – 
millimeter 

Read more See “GDSN Package Measurement Rules”, www.gs1.se/measrules for the full 
set of rules regarding determination of trade item measurements. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4019 Trade item measurements, height  

Definition The vertical dimension from the lowest extremity to the highest extremity, 
including packaging. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4243
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4243
http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/measrules
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Description Measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

At a pallet level the Trade item height will include the height of the pallet 
itself.  

Trade item height is not permitted to be changed with more than 20 % 
without assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). 
Read more about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Example 150 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4019 Trade item measurements, height” choose code value: MMT – 
millimeter 

Read more See “GDSN Package Measurement Rules”, www.gs1.se/measrules, for the full 
set of rules regarding determination of trade item measurements. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4018 Trade item measurements, depth  

Definition The measurement from front to back of the trade item. 

Description The measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

Trade item depth is not permitted to be changed with more than 20 % 
without assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). 
Read more about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Example 330 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4018 Trade item measurements, depth” choose code value: MMT – 
millimeter 

Read more See “GDSN Package Measurement Rules”, www.gs1.se/measrules, for the full 
set of rules regarding determination of trade item measurements. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4295 Trade item measurements, diameter 

Definition The measurement of the diameter of the trade item at its largest point. 

Example 165 mm 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/measrules
http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/measrules
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Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4295 Trade item measurements, diameter” choose code value: MMT – 
millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4296 Size type code 

Definition The type of size dimension being specified by the size measurement. 

Description Used together with “T4297 Size dimension” to specify the dimensions of a 
specific part of a trade item. It can be the capacity of a wine glass or the size 
of the cooking surface. 

The attribute is mandatory if “T4297 Size dimension” is used. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4296, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4296. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4297 Size dimension 

Definition The numerical size measurement of the size dimension specified by the size 
type. 

Description Used together with “T4296 Size type code” to specify the dimensions of a 
specific part of a trade item. It can be the capacity of a wine glass or the size 
of the cooking surface. 

The attribute is mandatory if “T4296 Size type code” is used. 

Example 200 mm, 20 cl 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

Choose a valid unit of measure based on the specified size type. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4020 Trade item gross weight 

Definition The gross weight of the item including all content and packaging material. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4296
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4296
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Description In order to be able to plan transports, it is very important to know how much 
the trade items weigh because trucks have an upper limit for how heavy 
goods they can carry. The gross weight of the trade item includes all 
packaging material for the trade item. At the pallet level, the weight of the 
load carrier, usually the pallet, is also included in the gross weight. 

At pallet level the trade item gross weight includes the weight of the pallet 
itself. 

The gross weight is stated in grams. 

Trade item gross weight is not permitted to be changed with more than 20 % 
without assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). 
Read more about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules 

Example 265000 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For T4020 Trade item gross weight choose code value: GRM – gram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T0190 Packaging weight  

Definition Weight of the packaging material of the trade item. 

Description The packaging weight is stated in grams. Note that the weight of included 
items and packaging weight must not be included in the trade item packaging 
weight. 

For display units the total packaging weight shall be given, including any 
pallet. The weight of the included items and their packaging weight should not 
be included. 

The attribute is required for packages on case level unless the code value for 
“T0137 Packaging type code” is not “not packed”. 

Example 10500 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T0190 Packaging weight” choose code value: GRM – gram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - C - 

T4201 Packaging height 

Definition The height of packaging as measured according to the GDSN Package 
Measurement Rules. 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Description Value is entered in this field unless the current platform height can be 
specified in another way. If the measurement refers to a load carrier or the 
height of the pallet, tolerances must be based on GDSN's measurement rules 
for non-consumer trade items. 

The attribute must be specified if the pallet platform height is not stated in 
either “T2244 Platform type code” and/or T0148. Returnable package deposit 
identification”.  

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4201 Packaging height” choose code value: MMT – millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = Mandatory 
C =  Conditional 
- = Not used 

- - C C 

T3379 Layer height  

Definition The height of one layer of included items. 

Description The layer height should be the same as either the width or depth of the 
included item. 

The measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

The attribute is only used for trade items on pallet level and if the layer height 
is not the same as the height of the included item. The height of the included 
item and the layer height may for example differ if the included item is not 
loaded in a standing position. 

If the layer height differs from the height of the included trade item due to 
nested stacking, then it should not be given here, but in “T3378 Nesting 
increment” for the included item. 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3379 Trade item layer height” choose code value: MMT – millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - - C 

T0147 Price comparison measurement  

Definition The contents of the package when used or, where appropriate, after 
preparation. 

Description The attribute is used for calculating comparison contents or price. What type 
of price comparison that can be calculated is specified in “T0145 Price 
comparison measurement code” 

This attribute is mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit, to avoid 
misunderstanding, even if it is the same as “T0082 Net content”. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Comparative price. 

Comparative equivalent content is not permitted to be changed without 
assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). Read more 
about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Example 215.3 

Code Value Code value for comparison measurement unit is specified according to code 
list “T3780 Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T0147 Price comparison measurement unit” choose one of the code 
values:  

GRM – gram 

MLT – milliliter 

MMT – millimeter 

MTK – square meter 

MTQ – cubic meter 

H87 - piece 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T0145 Price comparison content type code 

Definition Code indicating how price comparison measurement can be calculated, or 
what kind of comparison of amount that can be made, based on the 
comparison measurement value. 

Description This attribute is mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit. 

The three attributes “T0147 Price comparison measurement”, “T3780 Unit of 
measure for comparison measurement combined with T0147” and “T0145 
Price comparison measurement code” are used as a basis for calculating the 
price comparison shown to the consumer. Read more about how these 
attributes are used in chapter Comparative price. 

More information can be found at www.konsumentverket.se. 

Provide herring weight using code value “By drained weight.” Read more in 
Fiskbranschens Riksförbunds ”Branschriktlinjer för viktangivelse och mätning 
av sillvikt i inläggningar” at www.slv.se or www.fiskbranschen.com. 

Example A package of washing powder contains 800 gram. The price comparison is 
based on the contents expressed as a number of washes (21) allowing this to 
be presented to the consumer as price per wash: 

■ “T0082 Net content”: 800 

■ “T3780 Unit of measure for net contents”: GRM 

■ “T0147 Price comparison measurement”: 21 

■ “T3780 Unit of measure for comparison measurement”: H87 
(piece) 

■ “T0145 Price comparison measurement code”: PER_LOAD 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.konsumentverket.se/
http://www.slv.se/
http://www.fiskbranschen.com/
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Code value The code value is based on the information in “T0147 Price comparison 
measurement”.  

Code value is specified according to code list T0145, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0145. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

Net content 
The net content can be repeated for an item if the supplier wants to specify the contents in several ways, for 
example both 800 grams and 75 pieces for a package of meatballs. 

This group of attributes is mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T0082 Net content  

Definition The amount of the trade item contained in the package. 

Description The attribute is used for specifying the net content in the package.  

Package contents is not permitted to be changed without assigning the trade 
item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). Read more about GS1’s GTIN 
rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Example 10.5 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit in which the net contents value is expressed 
is specified according to code list “T3780 Measurement unit code” see 
www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T0082 Net content” measurement unit choose one of the code values:  

GRM – gram 

MLT – milliliter (use for alcohol products) 

MMT – millimeter 

MTK – square meter 

MTQ – cubic meter 

H87 - piece 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0145
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0145
http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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T4305 Net content statement  

Definition The statement corresponding to the net content description. 

Description The net content statement may appear on the product packaging but does not 
need to. 

Example 4 x 100 gr = 400 gr 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C - 

Trade item nesting 
This group of attributes can be used to provide details on how trade items nest with one another, for 
measuring purposes. This group is used when the nesting increment is not equal to the trade item height, 
such as in the case of a bucket or returnable box. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3378 Nesting increment 

Definition The additional height when stacking (i.e. the value by which the height 
increases for each package in the stack over one). 

Description The nesting increment is the height by which a stack increases if an additional 
package is placed on the stack. 

Nesting increment is given for packages when it is not the same as the item’s 
height and/or layer height.  

Examples: a pack of table margarine, returnable boxes, SRS boxes or 
buckets. 

The measurement value is specified in millimeters (mm). 
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Figure 1 The illustration shows how an item’s height and nesting increment add up to 
the total height of the stack. 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3378 Nesting increment” choose code value: MMT – millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2236 Nesting direction code 

Definition Code indicating the arrangement of two items that nest together, that is, 
whether they nest against each other or on top of each other. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list “T2236 Nesting direction code”, 
see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2236. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2236
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Figure 2 Horizontal nesting is a nesting arrangement where the items hang against 
each other, like spatulas on a long hanging peg. Negative nesting is a nesting 
arrangement where the items stack on top of each other, like bowls. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Additional dimensions 
This group of attributes refer to the dimensions (depth, height, width) for a trade item in a variety of 
conditions (e.g. out of package, display item standing on shelf). Use the attribute “T3816 dimension type 
code” in combination with T3817, T3818 and T3819.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3816 Dimension type code 

Definition Depicts certain measurement scenarios (e.g. out of package, Display Item 
Standing On Shelf) used for measurement. 

Description Allowed dimension type codes on the Swedish market are: 

OUT_OF_PACKAGE – Out Of Package. Product is removed from consumer 
packaging, assembled if necessary for final use and its dimensions. For 
example: Computer desk; entertainment centre; microwave oven. 

DISPLAY_ITEM_STANDING_ON_SHELF– Display Item Standing On Shelf. Item 
has been assembled for display and it has been placed for display on the 
shelf. The dimension width of the item from side to side when displayed in 
store. 

The code value is only used for packages intended for display in store and 
when the measure for “T4017 Trade item measurements, width” differs from 
T3816 code “Display Item Standing On Shelf” + “T3817 Additional trade item 
dimensions, width”. 
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Figure 3 Code “Display Item Standing On Shelf” + “Dimension width” is the trade item 
width from side to side as exposed in the store. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list “T3816 Dimension type code”, 
see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3816. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

T3817 Additional trade item dimensions, width  

Definition The width of the unit load, as measured according to the GS1 Package 
Measurement Rules, www.gs1.se/measrules, including the shipping platform 
unless it is excluded according to the Pallet Type Code chosen. 

Description Measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3817 Additional trade item dimensions”, width choose code value: MMT 
– millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

T3818 Additional trade item dimensions, height  

Definition The height of the unit load, as measured according to the GS1 Package 
Measurement Rules, www.gs1.se/measrules, including the shipping platform 
unless it is excluded according to the Pallet Type Code chosen. 

Description Measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3816
http://www.gs1.se/measrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/measrules
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Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3818 Additional trade item dimensions, height” choose code value: MMT 
– millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

T3819 Additional trade item dimensions, depth  

Definition The depth of the unit load, as measured according to the GS1 Package 
Measurement Rules, www.gs1.se/measrules, including the shipping platform 
unless it is excluded according to the Pallet Type Code chosen. 

Description Measurement value is specified in millimeter (mm). 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3819 Additional trade item dimensions, depth” choose code value: MMT 
– millimeter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

Storage and handling 
This group of attributes can be used to specify how the item should be stored and handled. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T0167 Minimum trade item lifespan from time of production 

Definition Time this trade item can be stored in the specified environment, i.e. the 
period from manufacture or packing to best-before date. 

Description The shelf life is stated in days. 

The attribute is mandatory for food and pharmaceutical consumer units, with 
some exceptions. 

For alcohol products: For alcoholic drinks with unlimited shelf life, 9999 can 
be entered as minimum trade item lifespan.  

Example 14 

Note Note that the information in the attribute may vary depending on the 
recipient. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/measrules
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T2521 Opened trade item lifespan 

Definition The number of days the trade item that had been opened can remain on the 
shelf and must then be removed. 

Description The attribute is used for trade items being divided and packaged. The 
information can amongst others be used to mark trade items, being divided 
and packaged in store, with expiry date. 

The lifespan is stated in number of days. 

Note that information intended for the consumer is not specified here but in 
“T3776 Consumer usage instructions”. 

If the product carries an Open Jar symbol, use the term T4269 Item period 
safe to use after opening to enter the information. 

Example 15 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4269 Item period safe to use after opening 

Definition The period after opening the product during which it is still safe to be used.  

Description The term shall only be used when the product carries an Open Jar symbol. 
This may appear for example on soap, shampoo, cosmetics, etc. 

Example 6 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T4270 
Time measurement unit code”, see https://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4270. 

For “T4269 Item period safe to use after opening” choose one of these code 
values:  

MON – month 

ANN – year 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4242 Trade item temperature condition type code 

Definition The condition of the product sold to the end consumer. 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists-for-testing/t4270-time-measurement-unit-code/
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Description The attribute is used when the status is indicated on the packaging. 

Example Kanelbulle tinad 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T4242, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4242 

For previously frozen products, the following value may be used in the 
Swedish market:  
THAWED – Previously frozen 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3822 Temperature qualifier code 

Definition Code qualifying the type of a temperature requirement for example Storage 
and handling. 

Description This attribute can be used together with “T3796 Maximum temperature” and 
“T3797 Minimum temperature”. These attribute together can be repeated 
depending on how many types of temperatures that are in demand. 

Code Value Code value for is specified according to code list “T3846 Temperature qualifier 
code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3846.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T3796 Maximum temperature 

Definition The maximum temperature that a trade item can be held below defined by 
the manufacturer without affecting product safety or quality. 

Description This attribute can be used together with “T3822 Temperature qualifier code” 
and “T3797 Minimum temperature”. These attributes can be repeated 
depending on how many types of temperatures that are in demand. 

The attribute is used for temperature sensitive products. The temperature 
must be specified in degrees Celsius. It is recommended that the temperature 
is not specified with a greater accuracy than whole degrees. 

Example 25  

Code Value Code value for T3796 and temperature measurement unit is specified 
according to code list “T3781 Temperature measurement unit code”, see 
www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781. 

For “T3796 Maximum temperature” unit choose code value: CEL —  Celsius   

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 

- C C C 

https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4242-trade-item-temperature-condition-type-code/
https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4242-trade-item-temperature-condition-type-code/
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3846
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
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-   = not used 

T3797 Minimum temperature 

Definition The minimum temperature that a trade item can be held below defined by the 
manufacturer without affecting product safety or quality. 

Description This attribute can be used together with “T3822 Temperature qualifier code” 
and “T3796 Maximum temperature”. These attributes together can be 
repeated depending on how many types of temperatures that are in demand. 

The attribute is used for temperature sensitive products. The temperature 
must be specified in degrees Celsius. It is recommended that the temperature 
is not specified with a greater accuracy than whole degrees. 

Example  12 

Code Value The code value for T3797 and temperature measurement unit is specified 
according to code list “T3781 Temperature measurement unit code”, see 
www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781. 

For “T3797 Minimum temperature” unit choose code value: CEL — Celsius. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4040 Handling instructions code reference 

Definition Defines the information and processes needed to safely handle the trade item.  

Example When the trade item is a pharmaceutical that requires an unbroken cold chain 
during transport and storage of the product, choose code value “OTC” 
(Temperature Control).  

Code value “OTC” (Temperature Control) is only used for pharmaceuticals and 
has no connection to whether the product is sold over the counter or not. 

An unbroken cold chain means that the item may not, even for a short period 
of time, be stored in a temperature outside the given interval.  

If you use OTC you must provide the temperature interval that applies. See 
“T3822 Temperature qualifier code” for instructions on providing a 
temperature interval.  

Code Value The code value is specified according to code list “T4040 Handling instructions 
code reference” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4040. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3847 Humidity qualifier code 

Definition Code qualifying the type of a humidity for example STORAGE. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
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Description The attribute is only used for humidity-sensitive goods. 

This attribute can be used together with “T0166 Maximum humidity” and 
“T0165 Minimum humidity”. These attributes together can be repeated 
depending on how many types of humidity that are in demand. 

The humidity type used on the Swedish market is: 

Storage and Handling 

Code Value Code value for is specified according to code list “T3846 Temperature qualifier 
code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3846. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M - - 

T0166 Maximum humidity percentage 

Definition Highest relative humidity percentage at which this product may be stored. 

Description The attribute is only used for humidity-sensitive goods. 

This attribute can be used together with “T3847 Humidity qualifier code” and 
“T0165 Minimum humidity percentage”. These attribute together can be 
repeated depending on how many types of temperatures that are in demand. 

Example 72 % is stated as 72 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T0165 Minimum humidity percentage 
Definition Lowest relative humidity percentage at which this product may be stored 

Description The attribute is only used for humidity-sensitive goods. 

This attribute must be used together with “T3847 Humidity qualifier code” and 
“T0166 Maximum humidity percentage”. These attribute together can be 
repeated depending on how many types of humidity that are in demand. 

Example 68 % is stated as 68 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T0191 Trade item composition width  

Definition Number of base level items packed beside each other in the trade item. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3846
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Description Some outer packages can be placed on the shelf without the consumer units 
being unpacked. The information is used during shelf planning. 

The number is stated in pieces. 

Example 15 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T0191 Trade item composition width” choose code value: H87 – piece 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - C - 

T4021 Quantity of complete layers contained in a trade item  

Definition The number of layers of the child trade item found in a trade item 

Description The attribute is only used when the item is a pallet and is then used for 
specifying the number of package layers on the pallet. 

The attribute is not used on base or case level. 

The quantity is stated in pieces. 

Example 6 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - - C 

T0160 Quantity of trade items contained in a complete layer  

Definition Number of packages in each layer in the trade item. 

Description If the quantity is different for different layers, then the quantity of the lowest 
layer should be specified. 

Example 24 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - - C 

T2239 Is trade item packed irregularly 

Definition Code indicating whether or not the item is packed in a non-rectilinear pattern. 

Description An irregular packing pattern means that “T0160 Quantity of trade items 
contained in a complete layer” multiplied with “T4021 Quantity of complete 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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layers contained in a trade item” is not equivalent to the quantity in “T4035 
Total quantity of next lower level trade item”. 

 
Figure 4 Irregularly packed pallet. 

Code value true - trade item is packed irregularly 

false - trade item is packed regularly 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - C 
 

C 

T0157 Stacking factor 

Definition Maximum number of items that can be stacked without damaging the goods. 

Description Some items can be damaged if they are stacked with heavy items on top of 
them. It is therefore essential to know how sensitive an item is to be crushed 
in order to plan how the packages should be transported or placed on the 
store shelf. 

The attribute is used for specifying the maximum number of trade item 
packages that can be stacked without damaging the goods.  

The stacking factor should be specified for the current trade item level. 

Example If a maximum of 3 items can be stacked on one another, the stacking factor is 
3. 

If no further pallets may be stacked on a pallet, the stacking factor is 1. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C M 
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T3848 Stacking factor type code 

Definition Indicates the supply chain process that the particular product may be stacked 
in.  

Description From a supply chain perspective, these values can differ from a storage 
perspective, truck transport, rail, etc.  

For example, a transportation by road can only be stack 2 pallets high, but in 
a warehouse that can be 3 pallets. 

Use this attribute in combination with “T0157 Stacking factor”. This 
combination is repeatable depending where in the supply chain the trade item 
should be handled. 

Code Value Code value for is specified according to code list “T3848 Stacking factor type 
code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3848. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C M 

Dangerous goods 
This group of attributes is used to specify characteristics for item classed as dangerous goods. More 
information concerning dangerous goods can be found on the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency website, 
www.msb.se.  

For guidance and examples of how to use these attributes to meet MSB guidelines, see Trade Item 
Information to comply with MSB guidelines on dangerous goods. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T0263 Class of dangerous goods code 

Definition The dangerous goods classification of the trade item.  

Description Dangerous classes explain in general terms the hazardous nature and 
properties of the goods and serve to classify them together in terms of 
their most significant risk. There are nine classes, some with sub-classes. 
The code indicates the type of risk for the product. The most significant 
risk should be indicated. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T0263, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0263. 

Code list T0263 is a restricted code list managed by GS1 Sweden. For a full 
code list see external code list at www.msb.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3848
http://www.msb.se/
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0263
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0263
http://www.msb.se/
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T3743 Dangerous goods classification code 

Definition Code indicating the classification of the dangerous goods for transport by road 
and rail according to for example ADR/RID. 

Code value T3743 refers to an external code list, see www.msb.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T0264 Dangerous goods packing group 

Definition Code indicating level of danger, that is, how dangerous a substance or an 
object is considered to be. 

Description I – Very dangerous substances – group I  

II – Dangerous substances – group II  

III – Substances with a low level of danger – group III 

Code Value T0264 refers to an external code list, see www.msb.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4023 Flash point temperature 

Definition The lowest temperature at which a substance gives off a sufficient vapor to 
support combustion. 

Example 12 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3781 
Temperature measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781. 

For “T4023 Flash point temperature” choose code value: CEL – Celsius 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4303 Net mass of explosives 

Definition The measurement of the net explosive mass of the trade item (dangerous 
goods) for transport by road and rail according to a dangerous goods 
classification regulation. 

Description The attribute is used to state the weight of a dangerous good in grams or 
milliliters when net content for the dangerous good has been stated in 
“pieces” in T0082 Net content.  

http://www.msb.se/
http://www.msb.se/
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
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Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4303 Net mass of explosives” choose code value: 

GRM – gram 

MLT– milliliter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T0169 United Nations dangerous goods number  

Definition UN code for this product from the ADR code list (Accord Europeen relative au 
transport international des marchandises). 

Description The attribute is used when the product is classified as dangerous. 

Code value T0169 refers to an external code list, see www.msb.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4026 Dangerous goods shipping name 

Definition Shipping name of the trade item (dangerous goods). 

Description The attribute is used for describing the recognized agencies (see 
dangerousGoodsRegulationsCodes), in their regulations, provide a list of all 
acceptable proper shipping names. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4027 Dangerous goods technical name 

Definition Provides the dangerous goods technical information.  

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.msb.se/
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T4247 Dangerous goods limited quantities code 

Definition A code defined by an agency specifying whether a dangerous good can be 
packaged in small quantities providing they are packaged and labelled in 
accordance with certain requirements.  

Code Value Code value for is specified according to code list “T4247 Dangerous goods 
limited quantities code” see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4247. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4141 Hazardous material additional information 

Definition Any regulatory information required that is not specifically identified by 
another field. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values.  

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4142 Dangerous goods special provisions 

Definition Code indicating the special regulations to be met regarding a Dangerous 
Goods Classification Regulation. 

Code Value T4142 refers to an external code list, see www.msb.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3741 ADR tunnel restriction code 

Definition Code indicating the road tunnel restriction for the trade item according to 
ADR. 

Code value T3741 refers to an external code list, see www.msb.se. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4247-dangerous-goods-limited-quantities-code/
http://www.msb.se/
http://www.msb.se/
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T3744 Transport category code 

Definition Code indicating the transport category of the trade item according to ADR. 

Description Transport categories are used to calculate the quantity of dangerous goods 
allowed to be transported on the same transport unit under specific 
exemption rules. 

Code Value Code value for T3744 is specified according to local code list “T3744 Transport 
category code”.  Required code see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3744. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Dangerous goods hazard label 
This group of attributes is used to specify information about dangerous goods hazard labels, if any. A 
Dangerous goods hazard label is a visible label on the packaging indicating specific risks and required 
precautions associated with the dangerous good. 

For guidance and examples of how to use these attributes to meet MSB guidelines, see Trade Item 
Information to comply with MSB guidelines on dangerous goods. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4143 Dangerous goods hazard label number 

Definition A visible number indicating the specific risk and thus the required precautions 
associated with a dangerous goods. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4751 Dangerous hazardous label sequence number  

Definition A sequence number indicating the primacy of one dangerous goods label 
number over another. 

Example For example, a value of 1 would indicate that the associated hazard label 
number is the primary, 2 = secondary, etc. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3744
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Health care item information 
Use this group of attributes to provide information about health care.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

 

T4273 Does trade item contain latex 

Definition An indication that the trade item has a positive latex reference on the trade 
item’s labeling. 

Code value true - Packaging indicates that the product contains latex 

false - Packaging does not indicate that the product contains latex 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

Medical device information 
Use this group of attributes to provide information about medical devices.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4274 MRI compatibility code 

Definition An identification of the compatibility of a trade item for use in the presence of 
a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) system. 

Code value Specify a code value according to code list “T4274 MRI compatibility code,” 
see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4274 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T4275 Initial manufacturer sterilisation code 

Definition Type(s) of sterilisation that may have been performed by the manufacturer if 
a trade item is sterile when it comes from the manufacturer. 

Description Sterilisation refers to any process that effectively kills or eliminates 
transmissible agents (such as fungi, bacteria, viruses, prions and spore forms 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4274
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etc.) from a surface, equipment, foods, medications, or biological culture 
medium. 

Code value Specify a code value according to code list “T4275 Sterilisation type code,” 
see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4275 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

Origin 
This group of attributes can be used to specify information about the trade item’s country of origin. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

T0168 Country of origin 

Definition The country in which the trade item has been manufactured, expressed as an 
ISO code. 

Description The trade item’s country of origin is the country in which its final significant 
processing took place. 

The attribute is required for all food and alcoholic beverages. 

Provide the trade item’s country of origin according to applicable definitions 
and regulations. 

The attribute can be repeated if the trade item is manufactured in several 
countries. 

Do not use the attribute to provide information about the origin of primary 
ingredient(s) in a food product according to EU regulation 2018/775. Use 
T4202 Provenance statement for that purpose.   

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3784, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3784. 

Code is specified according to ISO 3166-1 (three digit numeric). 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

T5038 Country of origin statement 

Definition A description in free text of the geographic area the item may have originated 
from or has been processed. 

Description Always specify the information in Swedish. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4275
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3784
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3784
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Example Född i Sverige, uppfödd i Sverige, slaktad i Sverige, förädlad i Sverige. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

T4202 Provenance statement 

Definition The geographic area from which the trade item and, if applicable, the trade 
item’s primary ingredient(s) according to EU regulation 2018/775, originates. 

Description Provide the most specific area available, for example the country, region, 
commune or mountain range from which the trade item originates.  

When appropriate, use the attribute to provide information about primary 
ingredient(s) according to EU regulation 2018/775.  

In all cases, the information must be provided exactly as it reads on the 
product packaging.  

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Example Example of how to provide the geographic area from which the trade item 
originates:  

”Från Thüringen”, ”Från Gotland”, ”Bakade i Sigtuna” 

Example of how to provide the geographic area from which the primary 
ingredient(s) originates:  

”Spenat från EU”; ”Yoghurt från Sverige”; [Name of primary ingredient(s)] 
does not originate from [country or area of origin of the food product] 

Note Information about the country in which the trade item has been manufactured 
is not given here but in T0168 Country of origin 

Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C - - 

Product activity details 
This group of attributes can be used to specify details on an activity being performed on the trade item (for 
example bottling) and the geographical region where the activity took place. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C . 
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T4235 Product activity type code 

Definition A code depicting the type of activity being performed on a trade item for 
example processing, bottling, manufacturing. 

Example IMPORTATION 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4235, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4235. 

Note Do not use this term to provide information on catch zone for fish. Use T4280 
Catch area code instead. See example and guidance for this attribute in 
chapter Trade Item Information to comply with fish traceability regulation 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M - 

Marks 
This group of attributes is used to specify which type of barcode is on the package as well as other possible 
marks. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4028 Packaging marked diet allergen code  

Definition Code indicating which dietary or allergen marks that the trade item is marked 
with. 

Description The attribute may be repeated as many times as needed. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4028, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4028. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4031 Packaging marked free from code  

Definition Code indicating which free-from marks that the trade item is marked with. 

Description The attribute may be repeated as many times as needed. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4031, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4031. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4235
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4235
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4028
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4028
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4031
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4031
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4032 Trade item date on packaging format type code  

Definition Code indicating the type of expiration date marked on the packaging. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4032, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4032. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3362 Trade item date on packaging format name  

Definition Formats indicating how dates on the package is printed in plain text. 

Description The attribute describes how dates in plain text are printed on the package, 
and is for example used for best-before date. 

The attribute is not used if the product has unlimited shelf life, that is, is not 
date-marked. 

The attribute is mandatory for foods and pharmaceutical consumer units, with 
some exceptions. 

Yyyy Year 

yy Year in century 

y Year in decennium 

mm Month number 

mmm Month short name 

d Day of week (Monday = 1) 

dd Day of month 

‘ ‘ -            Space and hyphen to be included if used 

The following date information is allowed for food: 

■ day, month, year 

■ day, month 

■ month, year 

■ year 

Example Example of date specifications: 

■ Example 1: The package is marked with “30-04-02” (day-
month-year). Specify “dd-mm-yy”. 

■ Example 2: The package is marked with “30 apr” (day-of-month 
month-short-name). Specify “dd mmm”. 

If the packaging is marked with a date that does not fit within the field's 10 
characters, the format of the date must be shortened. Recommendation: 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4032
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4032
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■ Example 3: The packaging is marked "Januari 2014". Abbreviate 
the month name to 3 characters by entering "mmm yyyy". 

■ Example 4: The packaging is marked "20-APR-2014". Delete the 
punctuation marks and enter "ddmmmyyyy". 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3777 Packaging marked label accreditation code 

Definition A label that the trade item received recognition, endorsement, certification by 
following guidelines by the label issuing agency. 

Description The attribute may be repeated as many times as needed for an item. 

Code value The code value is specified according to code list T3777, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3777. 

Note The packaging must be marked with the symbol specified in the attribute. 
For example, the code value FRAN_SVERIGE is only stated when the Från 
Sverige symbol is on the packaging. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T3850 Compulsory additive label information 

Definition A description of any other compulsory label information on the product. 

Description Can be used if there isn’t any other specific field for compulsory information. 
Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Example “ej ätbart korvskinn” 

“överdriven konsumtion kan ha laxerande effekt.” 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4272 Has batch number 

Definition Indication whether the base trade item is batch or lot number requested by 
law, not batch or lot number requested by law but batch or lot number 
allocated, or not batch or lot number allocated. 

Description A batch or lot number is a manufacturer-assigned code used to identify a 
trade item's trade item on batch or lot. Differs from Serial Number which is a 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3777
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3777
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manufacturer-assigned code during the trade item on cycle to identify a 
unique trade item. 

Code Value  true - the product has a batch number 

false - the product does not have a batch number 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4281 Sun protection factor 

Definition A measure of Ultraviolet B (UVB) radiation protection, ranging from 1 to 90 

Description The attribute can be used for any product that has a sun protection factor.  

Example 30 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

Data carrier 
This group of attributes can be used to describe what information and type of data carrier is present on a 
trade item. The group is only used if the trade item is or could be marked with machine-readable information. 

 Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3748 Application identifier type code 

Definition Code indicating which type of information (application identifier) that is 
present in the marking that is readable by a machine. 

Example 10=batch number 

15=best before date 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3748, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3748. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3748
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3748
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T0187 Data carrier family type code 

Definition A high-level grouping of data carriers for example GS1 Data Bar. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T0187, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0187. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T3747 Data carrier presence code 

Definition A code that indicates if the trade item has or could have a certain data carrier 
present.  

Example ALWAYS –Trade Item always includes an AI in AIDC format. 

SOMETIMES – Trade Item sometimes includes an AI in AIDC format 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3747, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3747. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Trade item external information 
This group of attributes can be used to specify links to additional information about the trade item. If there 
are several links to external information the whole class is repeated for every link. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2231 Referenced file type code  

Definition Code indicating the purpose of the linked information. 

Code value  Code value is specified according to code list T2231, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T2231. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0187
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0187
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3747
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3747
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2231
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T2231
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T2232 Content description 

Definition Free form description of the content of the external link. 

Description Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2238 File format name 

Definition The name of the file format. 

Description If the file is an image, the file format name must be present if the “T3405 
Uniform Resource Identifier” is entered. 

Example PDF  

JPEG  

BMP 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T2233 File name 

Definition The name of the file that contains the external information. 

Description If the file is an image the file name must be present if the “T3405 Uniform 
Resource Identifier” is entered. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T3405 Uniform Resource Identifier 

Definition Link to website with information on this trade item. 

Description If there is a legislation that regulates product information, then the regulation 
also applies to the linked information. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 

- C C C 
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-   = not used 

Duty fee taxes 
This group of attributes can be used to specify which tax and tax rate apply to the item, as well as subsidies 
for the item. This group is mandatory for base level items. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M C - 

T4033 Duty fee tax agency code 

Definition Code indicating the agency responsible for the tax code list 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T4033. See www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4033.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M C - 

T0194 Duty fee tax type code  

Definition Code which indicates the tax type. 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T0194, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T0194. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M C - 

T0195 Duty fee tax rate  

Definition The current tax rate percentage applicable to the trade item. 

Description The tax rate is stated in percent. It is not allowed to complete the field with 
fill-out zeros or to complete the field with zeros after a decimal. 

Example 25% is stated as 25 

17,5% is stated as 17.5 

0% is stated as 0 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M C - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4033
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4033
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0194
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T0194
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Packaging hierarchy 
This group of attributes is used to specify which and how many items are included in the item. This group is 
used for every trade item that is not at base level. Read more about how this group is used in chapter 
Describing a trade item hierarchy in Trade Item Information. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - M M 

T4034 Quantity of children 

Definition The number of unique next lower level trade items contained in a complex 
trade item. 

Description A homogeneous trade item contains 1 GTIN at next lower level. A combined 
trade item contains 2 or more different GTINs at next lower level.  

Read more about how this attribute is used in chapter Describing a trade item 
hierarchy in Trade Item Information. 

Example 2 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - M M 

T4035 Total quantity of next lower level trade item 

Definition The total quantity of next lower level trade items that this trade item 
contains. 

Description Total quantity of next lower level trade item is not permitted to be changed 
without assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). 
Read more about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtinrules. 

Read more about how this attribute is used in chapter Describing a trade item 
hierarchy in Trade Item Information. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - M M 

Trade item hierarchy 
This group of attributes is repeated for every item that is included in the item. Read more about how this 
group is used in chapter Describing a trade item hierarchy in Trade Item Information. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - M M 

http://www.gs1.org/gtinrules
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T2045 Child trade item, GTIN 

Definition Item/service included in a product hierarchy or in a mixed range or 
assortment product 

Description GTIN of a trade item contained in the mixed pack or multipack. This trade 
item must be specified in the same message.  

Read more about how this attribute is used in chapter Describing a trade item 
hierarchy in Trade Item Information. 

Included item or service GTIN is not permitted to be changed without 
assigning the trade item a new GTIN (Global Trade Item Number). Read more 
about GS1’s GTIN rules at www.gs1.org/gtintules. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - M M 

T3361 Quantity of next lower level trade item 

Definition Number of contained items in this item. 

Description Count of the number of contained packages in the mixed pack or multipack. 

Read more about how this attribute is used in chapter Describing a trade item 
hierarchy in Trade Item Information. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- - M M 

Trade item components 
This group of attributes is used to provide information about constituent parts of a trade item that do not 
have their own GTIN. The parts may be packaged individually within a larger package or packaged separately. 
In the Swedish market, this group of attributes is only used at base level. See examples and instructions for 
using components in chapter Application Instructions for Components. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

T3832 Total quantity of components 

Definition The total quantity of components included in this trade item. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Application Instructions 
for Components. 

Example Pizza set containing 2 bags of pizza dough and 1 bag of tomato sauce. 

Total number of quantity in a set: 3 

http://www.gs1.org/gtintules
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M - - 

T3833 Number of unique components 

Definition The number of different types of components included in this trade item. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Application Instructions 
for Components. 

Example Pizza set containing 2 bags of pizza dough and 1 bag of tomato sauce. 

Total number of different components in a set:  2 (pizza dough + tomato 
sauce) 

Note The value in this attribute must be greater than 1; otherwise you should not 
use the classes Trade Item Components or Component. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M - - 

T3838 Multiple container quantity 

Definition The quantity of containers when the complete trade item is packed in multiple 
containers. 

Description If all components are packed together into one item this attribute is not used 

Example A camping set with 1 table and 4 chairs where each unit is packed in its own 
container. 

Total number of container: 5 (1 table + 4 chairs) 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C - - 

Component 
This group of attributes is used to refer to individual components of an article. It can be repeated per 
component type. Note: This group of attributes should be linked to “T3815 Context identification”, “T0280 
GPC category code” and any other groups of attributes that you can add to the component level.  

Although all modules are technically applicable, not all types of attributes shall be used on components but 
only those that are approved in Swedish implementation by the Swedish Trade Item Information User Group. 
The application can vary depending on the product. Usage limitations are determined by the Swedish Trade 
Item Information User Group. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory C - - - 
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C  = conditional 
-   = not used 
Note If you are using the Component class, you must enter values in attributes 

Component Description (T3835), Component Number (T3834), and 
Component Quantity (T3837). 

T3834 Component number 

Definition Indicates a sequence number of a component of a trade item. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Application Instructions 
for Components. 

Example Pizza set containing 2 bags of pizza dough and 1 bag of tomato sauce 

Sequence number for component "Pizza dough" = 1 

Sequence number for component "Tomato sauce" = 2 

Note The value of T3834 should be unique per unique component within the 
composite trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M - - - 

T3836 Component identification 

Definition An identifier for a component. 

Description Field that can be used by the manufacturer to identify the component. E.G 
internal part numbers or other identity that is not a GTIN. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Application Instructions 
for Components. 

Example AAA12345 

Note The value of T3836 must be unique per unique component within the 
composite trade item. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M - - - 

T3837 Component quantity 

Definition Specifies the number of the same kind of component found in the trade item. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Application Instructions 
for Components. 

Example A pizza set that contains 2 bags of pizza dough and 1 bag of tomato sauce. 
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Number of components “Pizza dough” = 2  

Note See examples and instructions for this attribute in chapter Application 
Instructions for Components.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M - - - 

T3835 Component description 

Definition A description of the component. 

Description Always specify the information in Swedish 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Application Instructions 
for Components. 

Example A pizza set that contains 2 bags of pizza dough and 1 bag of tomato sauce. 

Component description for the component “Pizza dough” = Pizza dough  

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M - - - 

T3839 Component multiple packed quantity 

Definition The quantity of containers when this component of the trade item is packed in 
multiple containers. 

Description If all quantity of this component is packed together into one item this 
attribute is not used 

Example A camping set with 1 table and 4 chairs. Table in 1 box, 2 chairs each in a box 
for a total of 3 boxes  

Component Chair: Enter 2 

Component Table: Enter:1 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C - - - 

T3815 Context identification (Linked from component) 

For a single trade item, different sets of modules may be required depending on how the trade item is used. 
The attribute controls the validation depending on the product group specified. 
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T0280 GPC category code (Linked from component) 
Code indicating the classification category (brick code) for the component according to GPC. The attribute 
should always be specified once per component. 

Extensions - Attributes or modules that can be applied on component level 
In this section, it will be specified what groups of attributes that can be applied on component level. There is 
a global recommendation on a number of modules or attributes applicable. The Swedish User Group for Trade 
Item Information decides which of these that can be applied to the Swedish market. The following attributes 
are:  

■ T4088 Ingredient statement 

■ T4069 Preparation state code 

■ T4070 Daily value intake reference 

■ T3820 Nutrient basis quantity type code 

■ T3824 Nutrient Basis Quantity 

■ T3823 Serving size 

■ T3821 Serving size description 

■ T4076 Daily value intake percent 

■ T4073 Nutrient type code 

■ T4075 Measurement precision code 

■ T4074 Quantity contained 

■ T4193 Nutritional claim 

■ T0082 Net content 

■ T0168 Country of origin  

■ T5038 Country of origin statement 

■ T4202 Provenance statement 

■ T2208 Alcohol percentage 

■ T4203 Vintage 

■ T5036 Non-food ingredient statement 

■ T4271 Alcoholic beverage sugar content 

Marketing information 
This group of attributes can be used to describe properties that can be used for marketing the product. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4193 Nutritional claim 

Definition Free text field for any additional type of product claims like nutritional, health 
claims, etc. 

Description Nutritional claims and health claims are regulated by EU-regulation 
1169/2011. Claims should be specified as printed on the packaging. 
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Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Refers to food products. 

Example ”Sockerfri” 

”Utan tillsatt socker” 

”Proteinreducerad” 

Note Can be repeated with different content and in different languages. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

T4090 Health claim description  

Definition Free text field for health claims. 

Description Health claim is regulated by EU-regulation 1169/2011 and 1924/2006.  

Health claims should be specified as printed on the packaging.  

Always specify the information in Swedish 

Note Health claim can be repeated with different content and in different 
languages. 

Attribute will be deprecated/removed in the future; enter the information in 
T4193 Nutritional claim instead. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Serving information 
This group of attributes can be used to specify the number of servings and the number of smallest units per 
package. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4092 Number of servings per package  

Definition Number of servings per package. 

Description Number of servings that is stated on the package. 

Number of servings is mandatory if the nutrient facts are specified per 
serving. 
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Example 15 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4036 Number of smallest units per package 

Definition Number of smallest units per package. 

Description The smallest unit cannot be further divided without breaking or slicing the 
product. The attribute specifies the number of chicken drumsticks, pancakes, 
meatballs, etc. The information can be used by large-scale kitchens to plan 
purchases. 

The attribute can be used together with “T4093 Maximum number of smallest 
units per package” to describe an interval for the number of smallest units per 
package.  

This attribute specifies the minimum number of smallest units per package. 

Example A package contains 12-14 chicken drumsticks. 

■ “T4036 Number of smallest units per package”: 12 

■ “T4093 Maximum number of smallest units per package”: 14 

 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4093 Maximum number of smallest units per package 

Definition The maximum number of smallest units contained in the package. 

Description The attribute can be used together with “T4036 Number of smallest units per 
package” to describe an interval for the number of smallest units per package, 
see the comment for “T4036 Number of smallest units per package”. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Ingredient information 
The group can be used for specifying ingredient information corresponding to the information provided for the 
consumer. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 

C C C C 
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-   = not used 

T4088 Ingredient statement 

Definition Information on the constituent ingredient make up of the product specified as 
one string. 

Description The attribute is used to specify the ingredients as printed on the package. If 
the information relates to any foodstuff intended for sale in Sweden, the text 
must follow the rules of the EU-regulation 1169/2011. 

Allergens must be included in the ingredient statement and must be marked 
with uppercase.  

Example: MJÖLK. 

This attribute has a technical capacity of 5,000 characters, however it is 
recommended to use maximum 548 characters, which is the capacity most 
Swedish food retailers can handle.  

Recommendation for ingredient statement: 

■ 548 characters  

■ If an ingredient has extra information indicated by an asterisk, 
enter any such information at the end of the ingredient 
statement.  

■ If "Spår av" information is stated on the packaging, this must be 
stated in T4088, regardless of where the information is located 
on the package.  

■ If the product packaging indicates that the product has high 
caffeine content, this must be entered in the ingredient 
statement.  

■ For items that contain meat, the ingredient statement should 
end with the percentage of meat and fat stated as “Kötthalt 
XX%. Fetthalt XX%”.  

■ Enter the product’s country of origin in “T5038 Country of origin 
statement”. 

■ Indicate whether the ratio of collagen to meat protein is less 
than XX%, regardless of whether ingredients are specified. 

 
Specify the information in Swedish. 

Note Can be repeated with different content and in different languages. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

Nutritional information 
This group of attributes is used to state whether the nutritional values apply to the the product in its prepared 
or unprepared state, and to specify the quantity upon which the stated nutritional values are based. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

T4069 Preparation state code 

Definition Code specifying whether the nutritional values apply to the prepared or 
unprepared state of the product. 

Description The code value for preparation state controls the nutrient facts being referred 
to.  

The nutrient facts must be stated for food when selling it, but can instead, 
when appropriate, be stated for the foodstuff after preparation, on condition 
that there are sufficiently detailed instructions. It is therefore possible to only 
include the nutrient information for the foodstuff when it is ready to be 
consumed. 

Example Example 1: A package contains instant mashed potato powder. The mashed 
potatoes are cooked by adding the powder to boiling water. 

■ State “Unprepared” when the nutritional information concerns 
the powder. 

■ State “Prepared” when the nutritional information concerns the 
mashed potatoes. 

 
Example 2: A bag contains baked bread. 

■ State “Unprepared” since the nutritional information concerns 
the baked bread. 

 
Example 3: A bottle contains an undiluted fruit drink. The fruit drink is mixed 
by adding water. 

■ State “Unprepared” when the nutritional information concerns 
the undiluted fruit drink. 

State “Prepared” when the nutritional information concerns the fruit drink 
when it is mixed with water. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4069, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4069. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M M M M 

T4070 Daily value intake reference 

Definition The daily value intake base on which the daily value intake per nutrient has 
been based. 

Description Always specify the information in Swedish. 

RDI according to the Daily value intake reference specified here is expressed 
per nutrient in the attribute “T4076 Percentage of daily value intake”.  

Example För en 2000 kcal diet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4069
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4069
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RDI 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

T3820 Nutrient basis quantity type code 

Definition The type of quantity contained for example measurement, serving size, or 
container. 

Description Nutrient basis quantity type can either be based on measurement or serving 
size. It can, for example, be per 100 grams, or per portion of X number of 
grams serving size.  

Specify the basic quantity type used in this attribute, the size in "T3824 
Nutrient basis quantity" and the unit of measure in "T3780 Measurement unit 
code". 

Example BY_MEASURE – By measure: Per 100 gram 

BY_SERVING – By Serving 372 g Serving Size 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T3820, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3820. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

T3824 Nutrient basis quantity 

Definition The basis amount that a nutrient is measured against when it is not serving 
size. For example, 120 gr in the case of 30 kj per 120 gr. 

Example Per 100 grams: 

■ T3824 Nutrient Basis Quantity: 100 

■ “T3780 Unit of measure” for Nutrient Basis Quantity : GRM – 
gram 

 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3824 Nutrient Basis Quantity” unit choose code value: 

GRM - gram 

MLT- milliliter 

H87 - piece 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3820
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3820
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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T3823 Serving size  

Definition Measurement value specifying the serving size in which the information per 
nutrient has been stated. 

Example  375 

Code value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T3823 Serving size” choose one of code values: 

GRM – gram  

MLT – milliliter 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

T3821 Serving size description  

Definition A free text field specifying the serving size for which the nutrient information 
has been stated. 

Description The manufacturer’s recommendation on the serving size. 

Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Example per 150 g 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

Nutrient facts 
The group is used for specifying nutrient facts. The attributes in the group are repeated for each nutrient 
type. 

Combined products consisting of components that do not have their own GTINs should have a single, 
combined nutritional declaration for all components. If the combined product consists of items that have their 
own GTIN, report the information separately for each item. 

The group is only used if the group “Nutrient information” is used. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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T4076 Daily value intake percent  

Definition Percentage of daily value intake. 

Description The percentage of daily value intake is expressed relative to “T3824 Nutrient 
Basis Quantity“, and “T4070 Daily value intake reference”. It is recommended 
that the percentage of daily value intake variation is not specified with a 
greater accuracy than whole per cent. 

Example 8% is stated as 8 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

C C C C 

T4073 Nutrient type code 

Definition Code indicating a nutrient that the product contains. 

Description Use codes to express every nutrient specified. The code list is a selection of 
codes from INFOODS’ code list. The selection of codes is recommended for 
the Swedish market. See also the EU-regulation 1169/2011 on how to specify 
nutrients. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4073, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4073. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M M M M 

T4075 Measurement precision code 

Definition Code indicating whether the specified nutrient content is exact or 
approximate. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4075, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4075. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M M M M 

T4074 Quantity contained 

Definition Measurement value indicating the amount of nutrient contained in the 
product. 

Example Example 1: 42 gram 

■ “T4074 Quantity contained”: 42 

■ “T3780 Measurement unit code” for quantity contained: GRM 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4073
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4073
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4075
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4075
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Example 2: 430 kJ 

■ “T4074 Quantity contained”: 430 

■ “T3780 Measurement unit code” for quantity contained: KJO 
 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit to “T4074 Quantity contained” is specified 
according to code list “T3780 Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T3780. 

For “T4074 Quantity contained” choose one of following code values: 

E14 – kilocalories  

GRM – gram  

KJO – kilojoules  

MC – microgram  

MGM – milligram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

M M M M 

Allergen information 
This group of attributes can be used to state information concerning allergens. Allergens are specified with 
the attributes “T4078 Allergen type code”, “T4079 Level of containment code”, and “T4088 Ingredient 
statement”. “Free from” information is only specified as markings in the Trade Item Information in the 
attribute “T4031 Package marks, free from, code”. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4077 Allergen statement 

Definition Textual description on allergens. 

Description The attribute may only be used to provide information about allergens in free 
text.  

For food products: If the product contains several allergens that are missing 
in the allergen type code list, then the allergens are specified as a string using 
this attribute. The attribute may only be used to indicate allergens that are 
not present in the T4078 Allergen type code list. 

For alcohol products: Enter all allergens present in the product.  

Specify the information in Swedish. 

The Swedish Food Agency gives instructions for allergen statements, see 
www.slv.se. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.slv.se/
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Allergen 
This group of attributes is stated once per allergen. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4078 Allergen type code 

Definition Code indicating the type of allergen. 

Description Code stated here is not communicated to the consumer but is used as support 
in the supplier's and / or recipients' systems. 

The type of allergen can be specified for food, cosmetics, and other product 
groups in which such substances are present. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4078, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4078. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

T4079 Level of containment code 

Definition Code indicating the level of presence of the allergen or additive. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4079, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4079. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- M M M 

Diet type 
The group can be used for describing the diet or diets the product is suitable for. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4078
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4078
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4079
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4079
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T4066 Diet type code 

Definition Code indicating the diet the product is suitable for. 

Description Diet type can be specified for foods, cosmetics, and other product groups. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4066, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4066. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4279 Diet type subcode 

Definition Indicates a set of agreements or a certificate name that guarantees the 
product is permitted in a particular diet. 

Description Use T4066 Diet type code to provide an overall diet type, for example 
“vegetarian”.  

Use T4279 Diet type subcode to provide a more specific diet type belonging to 
the overall diet type provided in T4066 Diet type code, for example “ovo” or 
“lacto”.  

Example Lacto-ovo 

Code value See full list of code values in code list T4279, www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4279. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Preparation information 
This group of attributes can be used to describe how the product has been prepared by the manufacturer and 
how the user can prepare the product. The manufacturer’s preparation method and/or the preparation 
information for the user may be stated more than once (once for each preparation type). 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4138 Manufacturer preparation type code 

Definition An indication of the preparation methods that a manufacturer has used. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4138, that is, the same code 
list as for “T4138 Preparation type code”. See www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4138. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4066
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4066
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4279
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4138
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

 

Preparation information for the user 
This group of attributes can be used to describe how to prepare the product. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4082 Preparation type code 

Definition Code indicating how the product can be prepared. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4082, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4082. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4083 Preparation instructions 

Definition Instruction on how to prepare the product. 

Description Textual instruction on how to prepare the product according to method stated 
in “T4082 Preparation type code”. 

Specify the information in Swedish. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4091 Serving suggestion 

Definition Free text field for serving suggestion. 

Description The serving suggestion describes how the product may be served, suitable 
side dishes etc. 

Specify the information in Swedish. 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4082
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4082
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4136 Maximum optimum consumption temperature 

Definition The upper limit consumption temperature of the optimum range of the 
consumption temperature.  

Description The optimum range of the consumption temperature is a recommendation 
and is based on the experience of the individual producer. 

The temperature is stated as Celsius. 

Example 79 

Code value 

 

Code value for measurement unit to T4136 is specified according to code list 
“T3781 Temperature measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-
T3781. 

For “T4136 Maximum optimum consumption temperature” choose code value: 
CEL – Celsius 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

T4137 Minimum optimum consumption temperature 

Definition The lower limit consumption temperature of the optimum range of the 
consumption temperature.  

Description The temperature is stated as Celsius. The optimum range of the consumption 
temperature is a recommendation and is based on the experience of the 
individual producer. 

Example 72 

Code value Code value for measurement unit to T4137 is specified according to code list 
“T3781 Temperature measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-
T3781. 

For “T4137 Minimum optimum consumption temperature” choose code value: 
CEL – Celsius 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C C 

Fish reporting information 
Information about fish- and seafood products to be reported to the authorities and handled between trading 
partners. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3781
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M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

 

T4228 Species for fishery statistics purposes code 

Definition The FAO 3 Alpha code of the species of fish for fish and seafood 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Example SAL (Salmon Salar) 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4228, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4228. 

Note See example and guidance for this attribute in chapter Trade Item 
Information to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4229 Species for fishery statistics purposes name 

Definition The scientific name of the seafood. 

Description The scientific name of the seafood corresponding to the FAO code specified in 
“T4228 Species for fishery statistics purposes code”. 

To enter the regulated product name, see "T4800 Regulated Product Name". 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Example Salmo Salar 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4245 Trade item condition code 

Definition A code depicting the type of preparation that a trade item will have before 
being sold to the end consumer.  

Description The information indicates the way in which a fish product is offered when sold 
to the consumer. 

This preparation can be done either by the supplier or the retailer or other 
parties involved. The style of preparation may be determined by either 
industry standards, the supplier or the retailer. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4228
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4228
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Example GUH – Gutted and headed 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4245, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4245.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

 

Fish catch information  

Details on the catch of a fish. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4230 Catch method code 

Definition The catch method for fish and seafood as specified by FAO, Fisheries and 
Aquaculture Department of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations.  

Description This required attribute will help the global retail industry to fulfil the EU 
requirements for a common fisheries policy. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Example HAR – harpoons 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4230, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4230. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4280 Catch area code 

Definition The sea zone in which the seafood in the trade item was caught. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4280, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4280. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4245
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4245
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4230
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4230
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4280
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4280
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T4231 Production method for fish and seafood code 

Definition The production method for fish and seafood is a GS1 maintained code list, 
derived from the Fisheries and Aquaculture Department of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations. This attribute will help 
the global retail industry to fulfill the EU requirements for a common fisheries 
policy. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Example Enter code value AQUACULTURE if the oysters come from an oyster culture 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4231, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4231.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4232 Storage state code 

Definition A code depicting that the referred product was previously frozen or not 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Trade Item Information 
to comply with fish traceability regulation. 

Example Enter code value PREVIOUSLY_FROZEN if the product has previously been 
frozen. 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4232, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4232.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

 

Farming and processing information 

These terms relate to any methods or techniques used by a manufacturer or supplier to produce or process a 
trade item, ingredients, or raw materials.  

T4246 Preservation technique code 

Definition Code value indicating the preservation technique used to preserve the product 
from deterioration. 

Example DRYING – The product has been dried  

BOILING –The product has been boiled 

Code value Code value is specified according to code list T4246, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-T4246.  

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4231
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4231
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4232
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4232
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4246
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T4246
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Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

Animal feeding information 
Feeding directions for the trade item as it relates to different life stages of the animal to be fed. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4222 Targeted consumption by 

Definition The food is intended by end consumption by this animal(s) 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example DOG 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T4222, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4222.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4223 Feed type code 

Definition Type of pet food or feed given to wild or domestic animals in the course of 
animal husbandry.  

Description Fodder refers particularly to food given to the animals (including plants cut 
and carried to them), rather than that which they forage for themselves. It 
includes hay, straw, silage, compressed and pelleted feeds, oils and mixed 
rations, and sprouted grains and legumes. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example To indicate that the feed is nutritionally complete, enter:  

COMPLETE 

Code Value Code value is specified according to code list T4223, see www.gs1.se/en-
codelist-t4223.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4222
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4222
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4223
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-t4223
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T4250 Feed additive statement 

Definition List of the animal feed composition data, based on the ingredients contained 
in the feed, as governed by local rules and regulations. 

Description Enter additives exactly as they appear on the product packaging. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example  Protein: 25, fett: 15, fibrer: 1,3, aska: 6,1, omega-3 fetter: 6, EPA/DHA: 3 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values.  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4249 Feed analytical constituents statement 

Definition List of the analytical constituents or guaranteed analysis of the feed, based on 
the nutrient analysis of the finished product, as governed by local rules and 
regulations.  

Description Enter additives exactly as they appear on the product packaging. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example Protein: 25, fett: 15, fibrer: 1,3, aska: 6,1, omega-3 fetter: 6, EPA/DHA: 3  

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4248 Feed composition statement 

Definition List of the animal feed composition data, based on the ingredients contained 
in the feed, as governed by local laws and regulations.  

Description Enter feed composition exactly as it appears on the product packaging. 

Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example Spannmål, kött & köttbiprodukter (varav 4% kyckling i beige bitar), 
vegetabiliska biprodukter, oljor & fetter, vegetabiliskt proteinextrakt, 
mineraler, grönsaker (4% morötter i orange bitar, 4% ärtor i gröna bitar) 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory - C C - 
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C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

T4251 Feeding instructions 

Definition All instructions describing how (e.g. in which amounts or how often) the 
animal should be fed based on the age, weight, diet or other variables, 
expressed as free text. Information provided shall be identical to that on the 
label or pack.  

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example  “Ge en vuxen hund den rekommenderade dagliga utfodringsmängden en 
gång per dygn. Justera mängden efter din hunds aktivitetsnivå, ras och ålder. 
Foder som blir över kan kylas upp till 3 dagar. Förvaras svalt.” 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

Animal feeding 
Specific feeding directions for the trade item as it relates to different life stages of the animal to be fed. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4208 Feed life stage 

Definition Identifies the life-stage of the animal for which a trade item has been 
designed for. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example Vuxen 

5-8 år  

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

See examples and instructions for this attribute in chapter Animal feed. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 
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T4209 Maximum weight of animal being fed 

Definition The highest weight (in a weight range) of the animal to be fed by the trade 
item. This value qualifies the quantity of feed for the feed life-stage. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example 80 kilogram 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “Maximum weight of animal being fed”, value choose code value: KGM – 
kilogram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4210 Minimum weight of animal being fed 

Definition The lowest weight (in a weight range) of the animal to be fed by the trade 
item. This value qualifies the quantity of feed for the feed lifestage. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example 1 kilogram 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4210 Minimum weight of animal being fed” value choose code value: 
KGM – kilogram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = Mandatory 
C =  Conditional 
- = Not used 

- C C - 

Animal feeding detail 
Detail directions for feeding amount of the trade item as it relates to different life stages of the animal to be 
fed. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 

T4212 Feeding amount 

Definition The amount of feed which is specified for the feed life-stage and qualified by 
the weight of animal being fed. 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example 50 gram 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4212 Feeding Amount” value choose code value: GRM – gram 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = Mandatory 
C =  Conditional 
- = Not used 

- C C - 

T4214 Maximum feeding amount 

Definition The maximum amount of feed which is specified for the feed life-stage and 
qualified by the weight of animal being fed. 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example 85 gram 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4214 Maximum feeding amount” choose code value: GRM – gram  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = Mandatory 
C =  Conditional 
- = Not used 

- C C - 

T4215 Minimum feeding amount 

Definition The minimum amount of feed which is specified for the feed life stage and 
qualified by the weight of animal being fed 

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example 38 gram 

Code Value Code value for measurement unit is specified according to code list “T3780 
Measurement unit code”, see www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780. 

For “T4215 minimum feeding amount” choose code value: GRM – gram  

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = Mandatory 
C =  Conditional 
- = Not used 

- C C - 

http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
http://www.gs1.se/en-codelist-T3780
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T4216 Recommended frequency of feeding 

Definition How frequently it is recommended to feed an animal the quantity of feed 
within a time period for the specified feed life-stage.  

Description Read more about how the attribute is used in chapter Animal feed. 

Example 2 intag per dag 

2 portioner per dag 

Note Allows for the representation of the same value in different languages, but not 
for multiple values. 

Level Component Base Case Pallet 
M = mandatory 
C  = conditional 
-   = not used 

- C C - 
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How to fill in Trade item information 
This section contains examples that show how Trade item information should be filled in for different 
contexts. 

Shelf-edge labels 
Shelf-edge labels help the consumer compare different package sizes and brands. This data comes directly 
from Trade Item Information and it is therefore essential that it be correct. If the item name is wrong on the 
shelf-edge label, for example, it can be difficult to find the right item on the shelf. The consumer may then 
choose another item. 

The following attributes are fetched from Trade Item Information: 

● T3337 Description short: Describes the function of an item and how it is to be used. It may not 
contain the brand name or size. Example: Breakfast cereals or Washing powder. 

● T0143 Brand name: An identifier that distinguishes your products from others 

● T3338 Descriptive size: The size printed on the package, for example 750 g or 1.5 l 

● T0147 Price comparison measurement: Used to calculate the comparative price 

Price is set by the store and is not fetched from Trade Item Information.  

 

Figure 5 The figure shows an example on how information for a shelf-edge label is fetched from Trade Item Information. 
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Figure 6 For this washing powder package, the Description short is "Tvättm Sensitive", the Brand name is "Superwash" 
and the Descripitive size is 750 g. 

Description short 
Description short must not contain the brand name or size. If brand name and/or article size is stated in 
Description short, these attributes will be repeated unnecessarily on the label.  

 

Figure 7 The figure shows a shelf-edge label where Brand name and Descriptive size are included in the Description short 
attribute. This means that the attributes will be repeated unnecessarily on the label. 

Comparative price 
Comparative price is calculated using price and the T0147 Price comparison measurement as follows: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶 =  
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶

𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶   

Note that the store sets the price; it is not fetched from Trade Item Information. 

Example of comparative price 
The supplier has stated in Trade Item Information that a package of washing powder will provide 20 washes: 

● T0147 Price comparison measurement = 20 

● T3780 Measurement unit code = PCE (pieces) 

● T0145 Price comparison content type code = PER_WASH 

● Price = 29.90 SEK/package 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶 =  
29.90

20  = 1.50 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑤𝑤𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐ℎ 

  

Functional name and Description short for fish 
The Swedish and Latin names for the fish are stated in the terms Functional name and Description short, 
respectively. 

● T0018 Functional name – Latin name, e.g. Salmo salar 

● T3337 Description short – Swedish name, e.g. Lax 

Trade Item Information for bake-off bread to be baked in-store 
All items which are sold per unit must have a GTIN, even if they are unpacked and do not carry a barcode. 
The following recommendation applies for dough baked in-store and sold to consumers: 

● T4037 Is trade item a consumer unit = true (consumer units) 

● T0137 Packaging type code = 9J (unpacked) 
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The supplier decides if it is the unbaked dough or the package in which the dough pieces are packed that is 
the orderable unit. The dough piece’s height, width and depth are measured as for a consumer unit. 

Trade Item Information for items of varying weight 
For items with varying dimensions such as meat, fish, cheese, fruit and vegetables, where the quantity of 
products in a package varies and the price varies depending on quantity, Trade Item Information is given as 
follows: 

● T0186 Is trade item a variable unit: In Trade Item Information this attribute is set to true to show 
that the item is variable-measure. The attribute is a true/false indicator and is mandatory at all item 
levels since some items, for example cheese, can have a variable weight at the base unit level but a 
fixed weight at the case level. 

● T0154 Trade item, GTIN: A consumer unit with a variable weight is numbered with a variable 
measure number. Since a GTIN is always 14 digits in Trade Item Information, the 13-digit code 
should be padded with a leading zero. When a variable-measure number is used in Trade Item 
Information, the four digits showing the price in crowns or the weight in kilograms are replaced by 
four zeros and the check digit is recalculated. 

Note that it is only the consumer unit, at the base unit level of the item hierarchy, that is numbered 
with a variable-measure number. Items at the case level and pallet level must not be numbered with 
a variable measure number, but with a GTIN. 

● T4017 Trade item measurements, width; T4019 Trade item measurements, height; T4018 
Trade item measurements, depth; T4020 Trade item gross weight and T0082 Net content: 
Measure and weigh several units to determine an average value for the item’s dimensions and use 
these in Trade Item Information. 

Trade Item Information for books and audiobooks 
Trade Item Information for books is recorded as follows: 

● T1124 Information provider of trade item, GLN: GLN for the order recipient, that is, the party 
from whom the item is ordered. Can be a trading partner or distributor. 

● T0143 Brand name: Author’s name (last name, first name) 

● T0018 Functional name: Title and publisher or imprint separated with “/” 

● T3337 Description short: Book title; may be shortened to fit 

● T3338 Descriptive size: Type of binding (hardback/paperback/carton/audiobook) 

● T4017 Trade item measurements, width; T4019 Trade item measurements, height; T4018 
Trade item measurements, depth: The dimensions of a book are defined by the front of the book. 
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Figure 8 The dimensions of a book are defined by the front of the book. 

Trade item levels in a trade item hierarchy 
A trade item hierarchy shows, for example, which consumer units are contained in a case, or which cases are 
contained on a pallet. The buyer needs information about the trade items at each level of the trade item 
hierarchy. Consequently, Trade Item Information must describe the trade items at each level of the trade 
item hierarchy. 

There are three possible levels in a trade item hierarchy: 

● Base level: The lowest level of a trade item hierarchy. A trade item at base level contains no items 
identified with a GTIN. A base level item is always contained in another trade item, which can be at 
case level or pallet level. Examples: A bottle of mineral water or shampoo, or a bucket for the food 
service industry. 

● Case level: The middle level of a trade item hierarchy. A trade item at case level contains other trade 
items and is also itself contained in a trade item. A case-level item can contain items at base level or 
other case level items. Note that there may be several case-level items in a hierarchy. Examples: A 
box with six bottles of shampoo, a six-pack of mineral water, or a box containing four six-packs of 
mineral water. 

The case level is not always used, for example when the trade item at base level is large. An example 
is bags of charcoal that are displayed on pallets directly in the store 

● Pallet level: The highest level of a trade item hierarchy. A trade item at pallet level contains other 
items but is not itself contained in another trade item. Examples: A pallet of boxes containing bottles 
of shampoo or mineral water. 

Each item at the different levels is given a GTIN. Trade Item Information is sent for every GTIN, since they 
have different attributes, such as different dimensions. Using the item levels, it is easy to describe an item 
hierarchy. 

Summary: 

● If the hierarchy consists of only one item level, for example a washing machine, the hierarchy 
consists of only one item at base level. 

● If the hierarchy consists of two item levels, it consists of one item at base level and one item at top 
level, even if the top level is not a pallet or equivalent. 

● If the hierarchy consists of three or more item levels, it consists of one item at base level, one item at 
top level and one or more levels at case level. 

Example 1. A pallet of boxes containing bottles of shampoo 
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Figure 9 Example of a trade item hierarchy consisting of one base level, one case level and one top level. 

Example 2. A pallet of boxes containing 6-packs of mineral water 

 

Figure 10 Example of a trade item hierarchy consisting of one base level, two case levels and one top level. 

Example 3. Loose items – A pallet with boxes of apples 
Apples sold by weight packed in a box 

● Base level: Box of apples 

● Case level: No case level if the boxes are on a pallet 

● Pallet level: Pallet with a number of boxes 

 

Figure 11 The base-level item is the box of apples and the top-level item is the pallet. 

Baking potatoes sold individually, packed in a box 

● Base level: One unpacked baking potato 

● Case level: Box of baking potatoes 
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● Pallet level: Pallet with a number of boxes 

 

 

Figure 12 The base-level item is the unpacked baking potato, the case-level item is the box and the pallet-level item is the 
pallet. 

A display pallet often consists of consumer units in opened outer packages. 

● Base level: One consumer unit of cat food 

● Case level: No case level 

● Pallet level: Display pallet with consumer units of cat food in opened outer packages 

 

Figure 13 The base-level item is the consumer unit of cat food and the pallet-level item is the display pallet. 
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Item level Item Contained item Number of 
contained items 

Pallet Display pallet   Consumer unit of cat 
food 

324 

Base Consumer unit of cat 
food 

- - 

 

Note that the opened outer packages must not be described as case-level items since they do not have the 
same logistic attributes as unopened outer packages. If opened outer packages were described as if they 
were unopened, it could cause problems in supplying retail stores. 

Example 6. A brewery pallet 
A brewery pallet consists of a full pallet with two half pallets on it. On each half pallet are two trays holding 
24 bottles each. Four layers of trays and bottles are stacked on top of each other. At the top of each stack is 
an empty tray that locks the upper layer of bottles in place. The bottles, trays and pallets have deposits which 
must be entered in Trade Item Information. Each item can have information on one or more deposits. Each 
deposit can be associated with a certain quantity. 

 

Figure 14 A brewery pallet consists of a full pallet with two half pallets on it. 

The item hierarchy consists of three levels: 

Pallet level 

● The pallet level is the full pallet 

● Dimensions and weight include the full pallet’s height and weight 

● Packaging type: pallet 

● If a returnable full pallet with deposit is used, the deposit code for a returnable full pallet is given 

Case level 

● The case level is the half pallets with the two stacks 

● For a mixed pallet, the item hierarchy has several items at case level 

● Dimensions and weight include the half pallet’s height and weight 
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● Packaging type: pallet 

● If a returnable half pallet with deposit is used, the deposit code for a returnable half pallet is given 

● The case-level item also includes the deposit for the 10 trays on each half pallet 

Base level 

● The lowest level of the item hierarchy is the base level, which in this case is a 1½ liter PET- bottle 
with beverage 

● For a mixed pallet, the item hierarchy has several items at base level 

● Deposit code for 1½ liter PET is given 

This is how item hierarchies with deposits look for a homogeneous and mixed pallet, respectively: 

Example 1. Trade item hierarchy for a homogeneous pallet 

Item level Item Contained 
item 

Number of 
contained items 

Deposit /Quantity 

Pallet level Full pallet Half pallet 2 Deposit code for returnable full pallet / 1 

Case level Half pallet Bottle 192 Deposit code for returnable half pallet / 1 

Base level Bottle - - Deposit for PET 1½ l / 1 
Example 2 Trade item hierarchy for a mixed pallet 

Item level Item Contained 
item 

Number of 
contained items 

Deposit/Quantity 

Pallet level Full pallet Half pallet 
A 
Half pallet 
B 

1 
1 

Deposit code for returnable full pallet / 1 

Case level Half pallet 
A 

Bottle A 192 Deposit code for returnable half pallet / 1 
Deposit code for tray /10 

Case level Half pallet 
B 

Bottle B 192 Deposit code for returnable half pallet / 1 
Deposit code for tray /10 

Base level Bottle A - - Deposit for PET 1½ l / 1 

Base level Bottle B - - Deposit for PET 1½ l / 1 

Describing a trade item hierarchy in Trade Item Information 
A whole trade item hierarchy is described in Trade Item Information. This includes a description of every 
contained item at base, case, and pallet level, and their relationship to one another. For each trade item at 
pallet and case levels, items contained at the next lower level of the hierarchy must be specified. 

Example 1. An outer case with three different types of sausage 
An outer case consisting of three different types of sausage: 

● Salami (GTIN 1), 2 pieces 

● Bratwurst (GTIN 2), 4 pieces 

● Barbecue (GTIN 3), 3 pieces 
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Figure 15 An outer case consisting of three different types of sausage. 

The trade item hierarchy for the outer case is described in the groups Packaging hierarchy and Trade item 
hierarchy as follows: 

● Packaging hierarchy 

o T4034 Quantity of children = 3 (GTIN 1 + GTIN 2 + GTIN 3) 

o T4035 Total quantity of next lower level trade item = 9 (2 + 4 + 3) 

● Trade item hierarchy 

o T2045 Child trade item, GTIN = GTIN1 

o T3361 Quantity of next lower level trade item = 2 

o T2045 Child trade item, GTIN = GTIN2 

o T3361 Quantity of next lower level trade item = 4 

o T2045 Child trade item, GTIN = GTIN3 

o T3361 Quantity of next lower level trade item = 3 

Example 2. A box containing 6 bottles of glue 
A box contains six bottles of glue (GTIN 1). For the homogenous case the hierarchy is described as follows: 

● Packaging hierarchy 

o T4034 Quantity of children = 1 (GTIN 1) 

o T4035 Total quantity of next lower level trade item = 6 

● Trade item hierarchy 

o T2045 Child trade item, GTIN= GTIN1 

o T3361 Quantity of next lower level trade item = 6 
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Figure 16 A box contains 6 bottles of glue. 

Consumer unit, orderable unit and/or despatch unit 
A trade item can have a number of attributes related to how it is intended to be sold and distributed at 
different stages of the supply chain. Any trade item can have attributes indicating that it is a consumer unit, 
an orderable unit, or a despatch unit. 

● Consumer unit: The trade item is intended to be sold to a consumer or end user at point-of-sale. 

● Orderable unit: The trade item is ordered from the supplier by a wholesaler, store, or similar. Every 
trade item hierarchy contains an orderable unit. In some cases there can be several orderable units in 
the same hierarchy. 

● Despatch unit: The trade item, usually a pallet, which is physically delivered from the supplier to the 
customer. There is always at least one item that is a despatch unit in a hierarchy. Usually the pallet 
level item is the despatch unit, but if the trade item hierarchy consists of only a base level, the base 
level is the despatch unit. 

Summary: 

Note that the same trade item can have more than one of these attributes. 

● An item that is a consumer unit can also be orderable (for physically large consumer units there may 
be no case-level item). 

● An orderable unit can also be a despatch unit (for example a display pallet). 

Example 1. A pallet of boxes of bottles of shampoo 
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Figure 17 A consumer unit, an orderable unit and a despatch unit in a trade item hierarchy consisting of a base level, a 
case level, and a logistic level. 

Example 2. A pallet of boxes containing 6-packs of mineral water 

 

Figure 18 This trade item hierarchy with two case levels features two consumer units and two orderable units. The trade 
item at the first case level is both a consumer unit and an orderable unit. 

 

Example 3. A display pallet of cat food 
A display pallet often consists of consumer units in opened outer packages. In the trade item hierarchy, the 
consumer unit is the base level and the display pallet is the orderable and logistic unit at pallet level. 
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Figure 19 In this trade item hierarchy consisting of a base level and a pallet level, the trade item at pallet level is both an 
orderable unit and a despatch unit. 

Example 4. A pallet of buckets of tzatziki 

 

Figure 20 In this trade item hierarchy consisting of a base level and a pallet level, the trade item at base level is an 
orderable unit and the trade item at pallet level is a despatch unit. No consumer unit is included. 

Seasonal goods 
Seasonal items are specified by stating the period during which an item is orderable using Start availability 
date time and End availability date time. If the season is to be changed, the new season is sent as Trade Item 
Information with the new dates. 

An example is given below of a seasonal item which is launched, available for three seasons, and then 
removed from the product range. 

Season 1: 

● T0153 Document command: New item 

● T4727 Start availability date time: 2015-10-15 

● T4726 End availability date time: 2015-12-27 

Season 2: 

● T0153 Document command: Change 

● T4727 Start availability date time: 2016-10-14 

● T4726 End availability date time: 2016-12-27 

Season 3: 

● T0153 Document command: Change 

● T4727 Start availability date time: 2017-10-14 

● T4015 Discontinued date time: 2017-12-27 

Animal feed 
This section shows how animal feed information should be supplied in compliance with Regulation (EC) No 
767/2009.  
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Nutrition tables 
The example below shows a nutrition table for cat food and which attributes should be used to supply the 
corresponding trade item information.  
 

 
 
Enter trade item information as follows:  

Attribute Value 

T4223 Feed type code COMPLETE 

T4222 Targeted consumption by CAT 

T4208 Feed life stage 7 år eller äldre 

T4248 Feed composition statement Hönsprotein (torkat), majsfodermjöl, majs, vetefodermjöl, 
animaliskt fett, grisprotein (torkat), vete, animaliskt protein 
(hydrolyserat), betmassa, fiskolja, mineraler, sojaolja, jäst och 
delar därav 

T4249 Feed analytical constituents 
statement 

Protein: 25, fett: 15, fibrer: 1,3, aska: 6,1, omega-3 fetter: 6, 
EPA/DHA: 3 

T4250 Feed additive statement Vitamin A: 12 500 IE/KG, Vitamin D3: 800 IE/kg, E1 järn: 43 
mg/kg, E2 jod: 4,3 mg/kg, E4 koppar: 13 mg/kg, E6 zink: 133 
mg/kg, E8 selen: 0,11 mg/kg 

Feeding information 
Feeding information should be supplied if available. This is often found on product packaging in table form, 
and is supplied in different ways depending on what information is available and how it is presented.  
 
In the below example the information is presented as intervals, which requires the use of specific attributes. 
Since instructions vary depending on the animal’s weight, the information must be supplied in groups.  

 
Example 1: Feeding table with interval presentation 
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Enter trade item information as follows:  

Group 1        

Attribute Value 

T4210 Minimum weight of animal 
being fed 

1 kg 

T4209 Maximum weight of animal 
being fed 

5 kg 

T4215 Minimum feeding amount 187 g 

T4214 Maximum feeding amount 314 g 

T4216 Recommended frequency of 
feeding 

Per day 

 
Group 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Group 3 

Attribute Value 

T4210 Minimum weight of animal 
being fed 

10 kg 

T4209 Maximum weight of animal 
being fed 

25 kg 

T4215 Minimum feeding amount 528 g 

T4214 Maximum feeding amount 1050 g 

T4216 Recommended frequency of 
feeding 

Per day 

 
 

Attribute Value 

T4210 Minimum weight of animal 
being fed 

5 kg 

T4209 Maximum weight of animal 
being fed 

10 kg 

T4215 Minimum feeding amount 314 g 

T4214 Maximum feeding amount 528 g 

T4216 Recommended frequency of 
feeding 

Per day 
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The next example features weights and feeding amounts given in exact quantities, which requires the use of 
different attributes.  
 
Example 2: Feeding table with exact weights and feeding amounts 

 

 
 
Note that the table does not have information about the animal’s minimum weight. Thus no trade item 
information should be submitted using T4210 Minimum weight of animal being fed. 
 
Enter trade item information as follows:  
 
Group 1 2 3 

T4209 Maximum weight 
of animal being fed 

3 kg 4 kg 5 kg 

T4212 Feeding amount 45 g 55 g 60 g 

T4216 Recommended 
frequency of feeding 

Per day Per day Per day 

 
If the feeding table is too complex to be supplied as trade item information, use the attribute T4251 Feeding 
instructions instead. Enter the feeding instructions as they are shown on the product packaging. This 
method should be used only if there is no alternative. Structured information allows data recipients more 
flexibility in how the information can be presented to consumers compared to free text.  

Package type and deposit for Svenska Retursystem pallets 
For items loaded onto a Svenska Retursystem pallets, Packaging type code, Platform type code and 
Returnable package deposit identification must be populated. When Validoo Item carries out its validations 
the load device weight given in the code list is included in the gross weight. In the event that different 
standard weights are given in the code lists for Platform type and Returnable package deposit, the weight 
from Returnable package deposit is used. 

 T0137 Packaging 
type code 

T2244 Platform 
type code 

T0148 Returnable 
package deposit 
identification 

SRS returnable half 
pallet 

PX-pallet 10 - ISO 0-pallet 7350000486100 

SRS returnable half 
pallet (brewers) 

PX-pallet 10 - ISO 0-pallet 7350000486117 

SRS/Paletten black 
returnable full 
pallet 

PX-pallet 11 - ISO 1-pallet 7350000486308 

SRS/Paletten grey 
returnable full 
pallet 

PX-pallet 11 - ISO 1-pallet 7350000486315 
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For items with one of Svenska Retursystem’s boxes as the packaging type, "T0137 Packaging type code" 
should be set to CR – Crate and "T0148 Returnable package deposit identification” to the appropriate box 
type. 

For pallets that do not carry a deposit, Packaging type code and Returnable package deposit code should be 
provided. For example, for a single-use half pallet set “T0137 Packaging type code” to PX – Pallet and “T2244 
Platform type code” to 10 – ISO 0-pallet. 

Packaging material 

Why packaging material properties may need to be supplied 
In Sweden it is the legal responsibility of the producer to ensure that packaging material gets recycled. Since 
recycling is not self-financing, it is paid for via fees.  

The party that introduces packaging into the Swedish market must ensure that it is collected, recycled, and 
that associated fees are paid.  

Whether recycling fees have been paid or not, a buyer may need information about packaging material and 
its properties. Contact your data recipient to determine what information they need.  

Packaging material does not need to be populated when: 

● The item does not have any packaging material, e.g. a baking potato (use attribute “T0137 Packaging 
type code” and code value NE – not packed in such cases) 

● The item has returnable packaging that will not be recycled 

How to supply packaging material properties in Trade Item Information 
The examples show how to supply Trade Item Information for different types of packaging. 

Example 1: Packaging with two naturally separatable parts 

 

 

Figure 1: The packaging consists of a black tray and a plastic lid. Supply information for both parts.  
 

Frozen dinner – black tray 

T0189 Packaging terms and conditions code 12 

T0277 Is packaging marked returnable No 

T0137 Packaging type code Tray (PU) 

T1188 Packaging material type code Polypropylene (PP) (POLYMER_PP) 

T1189 Packaging material composition 
quantity 

15 grams  

T4243 Packaging material colour code 
reference 

Black (BLK) 

 
 

Frozen dinner – plastic lid 
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T0189 Packaging terms and conditions code 12 

T0277 Is packaging marked returnable No 

T0137 Packaging type code Tray (PU) 

T1188 Packaging material type code Polypropylene (PP) (POLYMER_PP) 

T1189 Packaging material composition 
quantity 

10 grams 

T4243 Packaging material colour code 
reference 

Clear (CLR) 

 

Example 2: Packaging with inner barrier 

 

Figure 2: The packaging consists of a clear plastic wrapper with an inner barrier that allows the item to keep longer. 
Supply information for both parts. 

 Cheese – plastic wrapper 

T0189 Packaging terms and conditions code 12 

T0277 Is packaging marked returnable No 

T0137 Packaging type code Wrapper (WRP) 

T1188 Packaging material type code Linear Low Density Polyethylene 
(POLYMER_LLDPE) 

T1189 Packaging material composition quantity 5 grams 

T4243 Packaging material colour code reference Clear (CLR) 

 

 Cheese – inner barrier 

T0189 Packaging terms and conditions code 12 

T0277 Is packaging marked returnable No 

T0137 Packaging type code Wrapper (WRP) 

T1188 Packaging material type code Ethylene vinyl alcohol, (EVOH) 

T1189 Packaging material composition quantity 0.5 grams 

T4243 Packaging material colour code reference Clear (CLR) 
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Exempel 3: Packaging with sticker label, tag, or print 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Figure 3: The packaging consists of a plastic bag with a sticker label on it. 
 

Bag of apricots 

T0189 Packaging terms and conditions code 12 

T0277 Is packaging marked returnable No 

T0137 Packaging type code Bag (BG) 

T1188 Packaging material type code High Density Polyethylene 
(POLYMER_HDPE) 

T1189 Packaging material composition 
quantity 

10 grams 

T4243 Packaging material colour code 
reference 

Clear (CLR) 

T4283 Packaging labelling coverage 
percentage 

35 

T4284 Packaging labelling type code Label on packaging 

Trade Item Information to comply with CLP regulation 
The CLP regulation specifies how dangerous chemical products must be classified and labelled. The following 
Trade Item Information attributes are used to fulfill regulatory requirements concerning information on 
dangerous properties of products and how to protect yourself and the environment: 

● T5044 GHS Signal words code 

● T5047 Hazard statements code 

● T5048 Hazard statements description 

● T5049 Precautionary statements code 

● T5050 Precautionary statements description 
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Example: A dangerous chemical product is labelled according to the figure below.  

 

Figure 21 Example of a label on a dangerous chemical product 

The information is specified in the Trade Item Information as follows: 

Attribute Information 

T5044 GHS Signal words code Danger 

T5047 Hazard statements code H412 

T5048 Hazard statements 
description 

Damaging long-term effects on aquatic organisms 

T5049 Precautionary 
statements code 

P102 

T5050 Precautionary 
statements description 

Store out of reach of children 

T5049 Precautionary 
statements code 

P305 

T5050 Precautionary 
statements description 

IN CASE OF CONTACT WITH EYES 
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T5049 Precautionary 
statements code 

P310 

T5050 Precautionary 
statements description 

Immediately contact Poison Control Centre or a doctor. Contains: 
Poly(oxy-1, 2-ethanediyl), alpha-tridecyl-omega-hydroxy-, 
branched. 

Trade Item Information to comply with MSB guidelines on dangerous goods 
This section aims to help you send complete Trade Item Information for products classed as dangerous 
goods. 

MSB provides rules for the transport of dangerous goods in Sweden. Since all goods undergo transport at 
some point in the supply chain, specific information must be sent in Trade Item Information to meet MSB’s 
requirements. While some information is generally available on product markings or labels, it may not be 
sufficiently detailed to satisfy MSB’s requirements. More detailed information is available in MSB’s ADR-S 
table: link.  

The ADR-S table contains information separated into categories, several of which correspond to specific 
attributes in Trade Item Information.  

The table below shows:  

● which terms in Trade Item Information must be populated (“Required”)  

● which terms in Trade Item Information may need to be populated (“Conditional”) depending on the 
needs of your data recipient or item properties 

● where the information is found in the ADR-S table (see example on next page)  

Term Required Conditional ADR-S 
T0169 United Nations dangerous goods number ✅   1 

T4026 Dangerous goods shipping name ✅   2 

T0263 Class of dangerous goods code ✅   3a 

T4143 Dangerous goods hazardous label number ✅   5 

T3741 ADR tunnel restriction code ✅   15 

T3743 Dangerous goods classification code   ✅ 3b 

T0264 Dangerous goods packing group   ✅ 4 

T4142 Dangerous goods special provisions   ✅ 6 

T4247 Dangerous goods limited quantities code   ✅ 7a 

T4141 Hazardous material additional information   ✅   

T4751 Dangerous hazardous label sequence number   ✅  5 

T4023 Flash point temperature   ✅   

T4027 Dangerous goods technical name   ✅   

T3744 Transport category code   ✅  15 

T4040 Handling instructions code reference   ✅   

T4303 Net mass of explosives   ✅   

 
Note: Terms marked “Conditional” may be required by your data recipient or due to item properties. For 
example: 

● For goods transported by sea, T4023 Flash point temperature is required.  

● For goods that carry more than one hazardous label number (T4143), T4751 Dangerous hazardous 
label sequence number is required for each label. 

https://www.msb.se/contentassets/023ec0e1922e4fb1b51e9d37de43d6cb/adr-s-2021---del-3-tabellab-webbanpassad.xlsx
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If in doubt, check with your data recipient. Also keep in mind that more information is to be preferred over 
too little.  
 
Example 

 
The label contains some information concerning the product’s dangerous properties. The information outlined 
in green corresponds to these terms:  

● T0169 United Nations dangerous goods number 

● T4026 Dangerous goods shipping name 

Information that is required, but missing from the label, must then be fetched from the ADR-S table. Use the 
information from the label to find the relevant entry in the ADR-S table, and populate your trade item 
information as indicated below.  

Required information is outlined in green, conditionally required information in yellow.   

 

* T4751 Dangerous hazardous label sequence number: Usage 

Since the product in the example only has one warning label, it is not necessary to provide attribute T4751 
Dangerous hazardous label sequence number. Products with several warning labels are shown in the 
ADR-S table as follows:  
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In the above case you would enter the following trade item information:  

T4143 Dangerous 
goods hazardous label 
number 

T4751 Dangerous 
hazardous label 
sequence number 

2.3 1 

5.1 2 

8 3 

 

** T4247 Dangerous goods limited quantities code: Usage 
In Swedish Trade Item Information you do not enter the quantity of the dangerous substance listed in the 
ADR-S table in the attribute T4247 Dangerous goods limited quantities code. You instead use code list 
T4247 to indicate whether rules exist regulating whether the dangerous good can be packaged in small 
quantities provided that they are packaged properly.  

Trade Item Information to comply with fish traceability regulation 
The purpose of this chapter is to guide in the implementation for items covered by the fish reporting 
regulation in Sweden. Read more and see which products the regulation covers on the Swedish Agency for 
Marine and Water Management’s website: https://www.havochvatten.se/en 

Below are two examples that show how to populate Trade Item Information depending on whether the item is 
covered by the regulation or not. The example is based on a real product. 
 
A. When the trade item is subject to EG No 1224/2009 
B. When the trade item is not subject to EG No 1224/2009 

 
The information used in the examples is from this product information sample: 
 

FISHERMAN'S FAVORITE 
400g frozen bone-free cod filet, MSC-marked 

Ingredients 
Clean-cut bits of COD* filet (Gadus morhua) 
* Fished in the northeast Atlantic (Barents Sea, Spitsbergen, or Bear Island) using 
trawl or hooks and lines.  
Note: Product contents may change. Always check product information on 
package. 

 
 
A. When the trade item is subject to EG No 1224/2009 
 
The information is specified in the Trade Item Information as follows: 

https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4247-dangerous-goods-limited-quantity-code/
https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/code-lists/t4247-dangerous-goods-limited-quantity-code/
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Attribute Information 

T4088 Ingredient statement Ingredients: Clean-cut bits of COD* (Gadus morhua) filet.  

*Fished in the northeast Atlantic (Barents Sea, Spitsbergen, or Bear 
Island), using trawl or hooks and lines. Attention: Product contents 
may change. Always check product information on package. 

T3825 Regulation type code TRACEABILITY_REGULATION - Traceability Regulation 

T5039 Regulatory act EG No 1224/2009 
 

T5040 Regulatory agency EU 

T4228 Species for fishery 
statistics purposes code 

COD 

T4229 Species for fishery 
statistics purposes name 

Gadus morhua 

T4230 Catch method code DRB – Boat dredges 

LX - Hooks and lines (not specified) 
T4231 Production method for 
fish and seafood code 

Marine fishery – code MARINE_FISHERY 

T4232 Storage state code PREVIOUSLY_FROZEN – Previously Frozen 

T4280 Catch area code 27 - Atlantic, Northeast 

 
B. When the trade item is not subject to EG No 1224/2009 
 
The information is specified in the Trade Item Information as follows: 

Attribute Information 

T4088 Ingredient statement Ingredients: Clean-cut bits of COD* (Gadus morhua) filet. *Caught 
in the northeast Atlantic (Barents Sea, Spetsbergen or Bear Island), 
using trawl or hooks and lines. Attention: Product contents may 
change. Always check product information on package.  

Application Instructions for Components 
This help section aims to make it easier for you to share component information. 
 
Components are used for composite trade items whose unique components or constituents are not labeled 
with EAN-13 barcode and GTIN. What determines whether you should enter Trade Item Information at base 
level or on a component is whether there is unique information per component on the trade item’s packaging. 
 
If it is unclear whether the information is unique to a component, you should populate the information at the 
trade item level. If the trade item has only one unique component, you should not use the component 
feature; you should share all information at trade item level. 
 
To illustrate the above in a simple and clear way, we use a composite trade item containing three different 
types of sausages. See picture below. 
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There are three different types of sausages in the composite trade item package. There are two pieces of 
each type. 

For the sake of simplicity, the unique component information on the packaging is that each type has a net 
content of 200 grams. The composite trade item in its entirety at base level has a net content of 600 grams. 

The information is specified in the Trade Item Information as follows. We start with the class "Trade Item 
Components", which is an overall description of how many components and how many types of components 
are included. 
 
Attribute or class Information 

Trade Item Components  

T3832 Total quantity of 
components 

6 

T3833 Number of unique 
components 

3 

 
Information for each variety is then created by repeating the Component class: 
 
Class Component (Repeated per 
unique Component) 

(Sausage 1) 

T3834 Component number 1 

T3836 Component identification 111 

T3837 Component quantity 2 

T3835 Component description Sausage 1 Beef sausage 

T3815 Context identification 
(linked from component) 

DP006 (Food, tobacco and animal food) 
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T0280 GPC category code (linked 
from component) 

10005833 (beef sausage) 

T0082 Net content (linked from 
component) 

200 grams 

Class Component (Repeated per 
unique Component) 

(Sausage 2) 

T3834 Component number 2 

T3836 Component identification 222 

T3837 Component quantity 2 

T3835 Component description Sausage 2 Pork sausage 

T3815 Context identification 
(linked from component) 

DP006 (Food, tobacco and animal food) 

T0280 GPC category code (linked 
from component) 

10005840 (pork sausage) 

T0082 Net content (linked from 
component) 

200 grams 

Class Component (Repeated per 
unique Component) 

(Sausage 3) 

T3834 Component number 3 

T3836 Component identification 333  

T3837 Component quantity 2 

T3835 Component description Sausage 3 Lamb sausage 

T3815 Context identification 
(linked from component) 

DP006 (Food, tobacco and animal food) 

T0280 GPC category code (linked 
from component) 

10005835 (lamb sausage) 

T0082 Net content (linked from 
component) 

200 grams 

 
Other information stated on the trade item level, e.g. T0082 Net content: 600 grams, T0018 Functional 
name: “SAUSAGE MIX THREE FLAVORS x 2,” etc.  
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Information for system developers and recipients of Trade 
Item Information 
In addition to this guideline, system developers and recipients of Trade Item Information need the following 
documents in order to get all necessary information: 

● The Business Document Specification (BDS). The BDS and the Guideline must be read together. 

● The Correction documents are valid from the time at which they are published and should be read 
together with the specifications. 

● GDSN Validation comprise the global validation rules used to validate Trade Item Information in 
Validoo. 

● Swedish Validation rules comprise additional local validation rules that apply for the Swedish 
market. 

Technical documentation for Trade Item Information is found here: https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/ 

To search in the document press Ctrl+F. 

Note that attributes are structured differently in this guideline compared to the BDS. The structure of the BDS 
is based on GS1’s global data model, where attributes are grouped into modules, while the structure of this 
guideline is based on a logical grouping of attributes. The structure of this guideline is shown in the figure 
below. 

https://gs1.se/en/guides/documentation/
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Structure of Trade Item Information as described in this guideline 

 
Figure 22 In this guideline, Trade Item Information is described as a series of logical groups in a hierarchical structure. 
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